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PRAYER 
TO OBTAiN THE BEATIFICATiON OF 

John Henry Cardinal Newman 
GOD our Father, your servant John Henry 
Newman upheld the faith by his teaching 
and example. 

May his loyalty to Christ and theChurch. his 
love for the Immaculate Mother of God, and 
his compassion for the perplexed give 
guidance for the Chnstian people today.  
We beg you to grant the favours we ask 
through his intercession so that his holiness 
may be recognised by all and the Church 
may proclaim him a Saint. We ask this 
through Christ our Lord 	Amen 

DESIDERATA 
It is almost the definition of a gentleman to say he is one who never inflicts pain, 
avoids whatever may cause a jolt or jar in the minds of those with whom he is cast. 
his great concern being to make everyone at their ease. 
He has his eyes on all his company; 
He is tender towards the bashful, 
gentle towards the distant, 
and merciful towards the absurd. 
1* can recollect to whom he is speaking. 
He guards against topics which may irritate: 
He is seldom prominent in conversation, and never wearisome. 
He makes light of favours while he does them, 
and seems to be receiving when he is conferring. 
He never speaks of himself except when competied, 
never defends himself by mere retort, 
he has no ears for slander or gossip, 
is scrupulous in imputing motives to those who interfere with him, 
and interprets everything for the best. 
He is never mean or little in his disputes 
never takes unfair advantage, 
never mistakes personalities or sharp sayings for arguments, 
or insinuates evil which he dare not say out. 
He observes the maxim that we should conduct ourselves towards our enemy 
as if he were to be one day our friend 
He has too much good sense to be affronted at insults, 
he is too well employed to remember injuries, 
and too indolent to bear malice. 
He is patient. forebearing and resigned on principles; 
He submits to pain, because it is inevitable. 
to bereavement because it is irreparable, 
and to death because it is his destiny. 
If he engages in controversy of any kind, 
his disciplined intellect preserves him 
from the blundering discourtesy of better but less educated minds. 
He may be right or wrong in his opinion, 
but he is too clearheaded to be unjust; 
he is as simple as he is forcible, 
and as brief as he is decisive. 
Nowhere shall we find greater candour, consideration, indulgence; 
He throws himself into the minds of his op[xinents. 
He accounts for their mistakes 
He knows the weakness of human reason, as well as its strength. 
If he he an unhelieser, he will he t(x) profound and large-minded 
to ridicule religion or to act against It; 
He is to,) wise to he a dogmatist or fanatic in his infidelity 
lie respects piety and devotion; 
lie even supports institutions to which he does not assent, 
lie honours the ministers of religion. 
lie is a friend of religious toleration; 
not that lie mas not hold a religion too, in his own was, esen when he is not a Christian. 

J. H. Newman 



Most of us react to "too much of a good thing" and perhaps this could be said about our bicentennial 
year as we have run the gamut of the celebrations, and have become perhaps, a little blase about it all. I 
do think, however, that the effort to recall the history of the past two hundred years has led to a most 
salutary reflection on the lessons to be learned and a determination not to repeat the mistakes 
of the past. 

So today, we recall many a harsh and brutal story associated with the treatment of the first Australians 
by the settlers from Europe who, in their actions, reflected the thinking and judgement of their times. It 
has therefore been great that a small group of Newman students has been able to visit the thriving 
aboriginal mission at Kalumburu to experience at first hand some of the rich culture and gentle ways of 
this small community. Surely this is a sign of hope for the future and points to the need for Christian 
values as the basis for the successful gathering of any group of people. 

On a much larger scale, our Newman Senior School community sets out on this journey each school 
year, building on the traditions and spirit that become a part of our heritage. Sure, some of the particular 
incidents and achievements that differentiate one year from the next are captured in this Magazine, but it 
is important for us to look beyond the limits of our school grounds, to take in the global village as is pre-
sented in our daily media. We, as Christians, are called to be signs of hope to those around us. 

I recall a telling article in "The West Australian" just two years ago when the author listed 19 major 
armed conflicts and many smaller ones around the world where almost one million soldiers were 
engaged. Surveys of young people in recent times put their greatest fear as that of a global, nuclear 
holocaust. However, this year has seen positive steps in the resolution of a number of these conflicts - 

particularly in the Middle East and Africa. Even the super powers have undertaken a measure of practical 
disarmament that lead us to hope for much more. 

It has been said that "grace builds on nature". Let us therefore be alert to these signs of hope and 
become active witnesses to the peace that is always Christ's gift to us 

Brother Terence 
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NEWMAN COLLEGE BOARD 
After seveal years of planning on the part of the College 

Board it was gratifying to see the extension project completed 
for the start of the academic school year. Part of that planning 
was the establishment, in association with Newman Siena, of 
the College Building Trust. This was a quite dramatic and 
innovative approach to ensuring the future needs of the 
Colleges are able to be met. The success of the Trust now 
appears assured thanks to the continued work of the Building 
Trust Committee and the positive response of parents to 
date. 

In keeping with its financial management role, the Board 
joined in the strong lobbies addressed to the Federal Govern-
ment following the announcement of its May Economic State-
ment. That Statement had quite serious financial implications 
for the College and at one stage large increases in fees for 
1989 were a distinct possibility. Fortunatley the Government 
has responded somewhat favourably to the lobbies and fee 
increases will be retained at a manageable level for 
1989. 

A current project being undertaken by the Board is a review 
of its Constitution. Thanks to the work of the sub-committee 
established for the purpose, the Board may commence its 
operations in 1989 under a revised and updated 
Constitution. 

Throughout the year the Board has been kept informed of  

the developments leading to the new structure for middle 
management of the College staff. While the structure may 
mean some small increases in expenditure, the potential for 
significant returns in the quality of teaching and student care 
far outweigh that disadvantage. 

A real challenge for the Board in the coming months is to 
consider an appropriate way of celebrating two significant up-
coming events: the tweny-fifth anniversary of the College's 
move to Churchlands and the two hundredth anniversary of 
the death of Cardinal Newman, the College's patron. Both 
events warrant worthy attention, and the Board will be putting 
its corporate mind to ensuring an appropriate recognition. 

Through its various roles and functions the Board plays a 
meaningful part in the life of the College. Its members are 
greatly indebted to Br Terence, the Principal and Mr Harvey 
Young, the College bursar, for the provision of information 
which permits informed decisions to be taken. In turn, the 
Board operation is characterised by openness and good will, 
with the interests of parents, staff and students being the prime 
motivation for membership and the basis of decision. Board 
membership is a fruitful and enjoyable way of serving the 
College. 

David Heath 
Chairman 

ARTCENTA '88 
In May we saw the thirteenth "annual miracle" that 

transformsthe prosaic corridors and classrooms of a school 
into the well lit and attractive gallery that is the Artcenta. 
However, the "miracle" required quite a few extra waves of the 
magic wand this year as Newman system umbrella P & F 
Chairman, Mr Brian Stinson, found himself in the fairy  god-
mother role (to continue the image) rather by default than by 
design. This meant that our foundation animateur, Mrs 
Marlene Stafford, had to re-assume the high profile of earlier 
Artcenta days as newcomer volunteers to various aspects of 
setting up the exhibition required extra assistance in perform-
ing their duties. 

A replacement for the original guest artist in Arthur Boyd 
had to be found because of a family bereavement. Mr Ron 
Millar, painter, R.M.I.T. lecturer in fine arts, art critic, judge and 
writer from Melbourne graciously heeded our cry for help. 
Then came the deluge on the Tuesday night prior to the big 
event when the heavens dumped close to two inches of rain 
on the inadequate guttering of our central block. Startled 
workers setting up the exhibition could be forgiven for thinking 
they were close to Niagara Falls. No sooner had the mopping 
up been completed than we heard of the sad and untimely 
death of our traditional auctioneer, Mr Kevin Sullivan. Again, a 
last minute replacement was found in Mr Don Hutchinson, (of 
Kempe-Hutchinson Auctioneers) who generously filled the 
breach. 

So, although the rain continued spasmodically, the 
enthusiasm of the patrons of the opening night was in no way 
dimmed as a "sell-out " crowd gathered in the Hall and cor-
ridors to take part in the auction or admire and purchase the 
works on display. 

Our sincere thanks, therefore, to the many generous people, 
including many students, who rallied once more to the 
Artcenta and made it an outstanding success for 1988. 

MOTHERS 
COMMITTEE 

This year the Mothers Committee was delighted to welcome 
12 new members who have been very willing and helpful 
workers. 

Our major project early in the year was the completion of 
the re-furbishing of our Canteen whichl am sure all will agree 
has been a great success. 

Our involvements were the Champagne Supper for the 
Artcenta; a very pleasant film morning and there were several 
school functions when we were available to arrange the sup-
per, including the opening of the new school wing. 

Major events in the final term of the College will be the 
Graduation Dinner for the Year 12 students and our "Thank 
you" luncheon for all the Mothers who are involved with 
our College. 

This year has been a busy one and we have been only too 
happy to be involved in school activities in what ever way we 
were needed. 

I would sincerely like to thank my committee who were 
always willing and very able, in particular to those members 
who will be leaving this year and have given of their time so 
generously over several years. 

All of our Members wish the graduating students every suc-
cess in their future endeavours. 

Gay Carroll 

THANK YOU! 
The College would like to thank all those people who have 

given of their time and energy to help the school. Such people 
include those mothers who have helped in the tuckshop, men 
and women who have supported the Art Show, helped in the Op 
Shop, with Sports Coaching and a myriad of other activities. It is 
your generosity that helps to make the College what it is. 

4 
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STAFF 1988 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: 
T Phelan - Maths J O'Keefe - English, Literature B Willett - Maths, R.E. R Monger - Economics, Sos. Stud. D 
Cormican - R.E., English, Careers Coordinator P Petale - Literature, English T Sprlyan - Phys. Ed. R Martin-
Beck - Tech. Drawing, Photog., Soc. Stud. T Williams - Geography, Soc. Stud. Br Neil - R.E., Speech & 
Drama J Ricciardone - Physics, Science, Phys. Sci. R Pittman - Politics, Economics, Soc. Stud. 
THIRD ROW: 
M Sutton - Secretary G Crisp - Assistant Librarian Br Michael - Music, R.E. M Doherty - Maths, R.E. D 
Stalnaker - History, Politics, Current Events K Berry - Accounting, Bus. Pr. Br Evin - English, R.E. E Murray, 
R.E., R.E. Coordinator P Carroll - Physics, Science J Rayner - Maths, R.E. J Fry - Chemistry, Science J 
Laidman - Computer Studies P Naylor - Chemistry, Science B Redding - Phys. Ed., Outdoor Ed.J Riach - 

Assistant Librarian H Young - Bursar 
SECOND ROW: 
R Rosato - Italian R.E., English C Lowry - Home Ec. Assistant Sr Declan - Literature, English, R.E. W Collins 
- Maths, R.E. S Pearce - Phys. Ed., Outdoor Ed. J Hartzell - French, English, Year 11 Coordinator M Stafford 
- Art L Hadley - Maths J Dawson - Geog, History, Current Events, Soc. Studies. P Anstee - Literature, 
English E Ingram - Laboratory Technician Sr Regina - Counsellor J Gordon - Human Biol. Science, Health 
Ed. P Dawson - Typing, Bus. Ed., Comp St., Economics E Parker - Librarian P O'Dea - Office A O'Sullivan - 

Bursar's Assistant 
FRONT ROW: 
S Andrews - Art, Home Management, Social Ed. S Johnson - Accounting, Bus. St., R.E. V Richards -  Biology, 
Science M Rogers - Receptionist B Biagioni - Home Management, R.E. L Thompson - Deputy Principal, Social 
St., History Br Terence - Principal, R.E. J Aldous - Deputy Principal, Maths, R.E. L Ward - Early Childhood 
Studies, Science C Versluis - Art, Social Stud. R Naughton - English J Shackley - Computer Studies F Milner 
- Human Biology, Health Ed., Science 
NOT PRESENT: 
M Outtrim - Italian, R.E., English M. O'Gorman - Maths, R.E. T Morgan - Maths S Schoe - Home 
Management D Tippett - Phys.Ed. 

Jim 
Les THE ADMINISTRATION TEAM 

FROM LEFT: Mr John Aldous, Mrs Lynne 
Thomson, Br Terence, Mrs Joanne Hartzell 
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Mr Tony Sprlyan Mrs Shirley Johnson Mrs Bella Biagioni 

Mrs Marilyn Rogers Mrs Fiona Milner 
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1988 has proved an interesting year staff wise. The school awaited 
the arrival of the new Deputy Mrs Lynne Thompson with apprehension 
• was she as awful as the Sacred Heart students had whispered? 
Apparently not. After some worry about being forced to wear blue hair 
combs, everything settle down and the school resumed its normal 
routine. It seems Mrs Thompson enjoyed Newman so much she has 
opted to return next year. 

We also welcomed several other teachers this year: Mr Jeremy Laid-
man to Computer Studies, Mr Patrick Ward and Mr Philip Petale to 
English and Literature, Mr Richard Pittman to Politics and Mrs Simone 
Schoe in the Home Management field. Mrs Jenny Gordon arrived to 
teach Human Biology by unfortunately she suffered a stroke at the end 
of second term. We wish her an easy recovery. She was replaced 
variously by Mr Ian Barrett, Mrs Debbie Archer and Mr Robert  Gaudet. 
Mr Michael O"Gorman replaced by Mr Rayner who took a well earned 
long service leave and Mr David Tippett replaced Mr Sprlyan in Physi-
cal Education. We are also pleased to welcome Mrs Betty Miller and Mrs 
Libby Boist to the office staff and Miss Rita Kelly in charge of 
staff amenities. 

Others will not be returning to Newman next year and we thank them 
for their contribution to the school. Mrs Bella Biagoni saw an adven-
turous overseas trip as preferable to the confines to the Newman cam-
pus. Mrs Shirley Johnson has decided to take a deserved rest from 
teaching while Mr Jock O'Keefe wishes to extend his teachino career 
at another school. Mr Ken Berry and Mr Jeremy Laidman are resuming 
full time study. Mrs Fiona Milner is going on accouchement leave (will 
the baby have the same fashion sense?) 

Mrs Rosanna Rosato has left after temporarily replacing Mrs Outtrim 
whilst on accouchement leave. Mr Tony Sprlyan also left to start his 
own fitness franchise. Mrs Colleen Lowry is retiring from the Home 
Economics Department, Mrs Marilyn Rogers , our receptionist left to 
extend her career elsewhere, while Mr Dave Tutt from the Maintenance 
Department left to broaden his horizons as a courier. 

For all those arriving or leaving Newman, we wish them good luck for 
the future, and hope that the "Newman experience" will be or has been 
a good and memorable one. We thank them for the effort and energy 
they extended to the school. 

Natalia Norris 

Mr Dave Tutt Mr Ken Berry Mrs Rosanna Rosa to Mrs Colleen Lowry 

':1 



The School Band 

THE OPENING OF THE NEW SCHOOL 
BUILDING 

............. 	 ..... 

On the evening of Wednesday 20th April, the 
new north wing was officially opened. Prior to the 
ceremony the building was opened for viewing, 
along with the newly refurbished Careers and 
Counselling room in the west wing and the Biology 
and Human Biology laboratories in the south wing. 
There were displays in these, as well as many other 
rooms - and the School looked gleaming, immacu-
late and most industrious. In the Early Childhood 
Centre a creche was run, so that parents visiting 
could leave their young children in the capable 
hands of our students. A clothing and fabric dis-
play was also to be found in the Early 
Childhood room. 

Entertainment was provided in the quadrangle 
of the new building by a conglomerate band from 
the Senior School and Siena and a singing group 
formed by Br Michael 

The blessing of the new rooms and crucifixes 
was carried out by Father Gerard Holohan as the 
shadows lengthened on a perfect ni2ht in the 
quadrangle. Members of the Newman Community 
placed the crucifixes in the new rooms during the 
prayer of Dedication. The Honourable Brian Burke 
officially opened the new rooms and amused the 
company with his reminiscences of his final years 
of schooling at the old Subiaco school. 

Anna Klyne 

The new building housing centres for Religious Educa- 
tion, Computing, Business Education and English. 

I 	'I 
Sue-Ellen Luscombe placing a Crucifix on the wall of one 

of the new classrooms. 



The Biology Laboratory 

The Creche in the Early Childhood centre 

1k 
the new computing rooms 

. 	...... 

Mrs Johnson in the Business Studies room 

P.  ARM 

A r I \ 	Clothing and Fabric Class display 
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Danny O'Regan - WACA 
Development Squad U/19 

James O'Toole, Ian Fletcher, Greg Reilly - State U/16 Triathlon Championships - 

2nd. Fletcher - State Juvenile Cycling Team 

Samantha Burke - Finalist - 

Rostrum Voice of Youth 

. ........... 	 AlWr 

Melissa Robertson - U/16 
State Softball 

Chris Carroll - State U/18 
Basketball. Best player in 
High Schools Coca Cola 

Classic 

10 

Eddie Moala - State 
Schoolboys' Soccer Team 

to Darwin 

1 

Paul Haber - State 
Schoolboys' Soccer Team 

to Malaysia 
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James Ryan, Bruce Klyne, Stewart Lowndes, 
Ryan Sudano - A.C.C. Combined Hockey 

Team 

Monika Majewska - W.A. 
Winner Myer Miss Shop 

Modelling Comp. 

Andrew McNally - 

State U/i 6 Baseball 
and State 

Schoolboys. WA 
Inst. of Sport 

70 

Andrew Collins - 

Junior Dev. Squad 
Athletics. 2nd Aust. 

Champs Cross 
Country 

Michael Cantoni - 

Dante Alighieri 
Exam - 2nd in 

State 

Lisa McMahon - U/16 State 
Basketball 

made IIAL-.NI% 

Sean Stafford - State High 
Jump Champs. 3rd Aust. 

Champs. 

11 

Paul Haddleton and James Ryan - State U/18 Water Polo 



YEAR 10 AWARDS 
ACADEMIC AWARDS 

Computer Studies - Leilani Gibbons 
Business Principles and Practice - Meegan Lyons 

Typing - Sascha O'Neil 
Music - Kevin O'Sullivan 
Art - Chong—Yee Ong 

Food & Nutrition - Lisa McMahon 
Physiology and Health Education - Frances Keating 

Outdoor Education - Justin Smith 
French - Matthew Buckets 

Italian - Carla Scarfo 
Public Speaking - Samantha Burke 

English - Zoe Leavitt, Kelsey Cotton 
Social Studies - Tony Chong 
Mathematics - David Staeck 

Clothing & Fabrics - Lindy Trestrail 
Speech & Drama - Lindy Trestrail 
Social Studies - Jason Yujnovich 

Science - Jason Yujnovich 
Technical Drawing - Jason Yujnovich 

Mathematics - Anna Klyne 
Science - Anna Klyne 

Photography - Anna Klyne 
Debating - Anna Klyne 

SPORTS AWARDS 
Age Champion Swimmers - Toni Reside and Justin Chidlow 

Age Champion Athletics - Donna Blackwell and Jason Yujnovich 

12 



YEAR 11 AWARDS 
ACADEMIC AWARDS 

Applied Computing - Isleyarna Gibbons 
Accounting - Terese Xanthis 

Applied Business Studies - Karen Parry 
Typewriting and Business Comminications - Melanie Marris 

Social Education - Tamzin Parker 
Home Management Studies - Marcela Fragapane 

Early Childhood Studies - Nichola Webb 
Technical Drawing - Peter McDonald 

Art - Wayne Herring 
Applied Art - Annette Gelle 

Senior English - Shannon Herd 
Public Speaking - Ciara Tyson 
Debating - Kathryn Kinsella 

History - Alison Italiano 
Politics - Ashley Smith 

Current Events - Damien Lyndon 
Mathematics I - Linda Radici 

Applying Mathematics - Lynda Byrne 
Biology - Abigail Kennedy 

Human Biology - Catherine Whitten 
English - Catherine Whitten 

English Literature - Caroline Hayward 
French - Caroline Hayward 

Economics - Stuart Salfinger 
Physics - Stuart Salfinger 

Mathematics II - Denise Hangchi 
Mathematics III - Michael Cantoni 

Italian - Michael Cantoni 
Chemistry - Denise Hangchi 
Geography - Denise Hangchi 

SPORTS AWARDS 
Age Champion Swimmer; Captain A.C.C. Cross Country Team; 

A.C.C. Girls' Swimming Trophy - Katrina Fitzgerald 
Age Champion Swimmer; A.C.C. Boys' Swimming Trophy - James O'Toole 

Age Champion Athlete - Melanie Nunn 
Age Champion Athlete - Luke Dransfield 

COMMUNITY AWARDS 
Contribution to Music in School Activities - Erica Sanderson 

Contribution to School Magazine - Larisa O'Donnell 
Contribution to School Magazine - David Figliomeni 

13 



YEAR 12 AWARDS 
ACADEMIC AWARDS 

Applied Computing - Michael Mansell, Benjamin Joseph 
Applied Business Studies - Sumi MacNaughton 
Home Management Studies - Bridget O'Sullivan 

Technical Drawing - Celena King 
Art - Jeremy Lee 

Applied Art - Alana Viscovich 
Geography - Sarah Phillips 

Current Events - Darryn Connolly 
Mathematics III - Robert Nagajek 

Applying Mathematics - Sheryl Wong 
Physical Science - Gregory Nicholls 

Biology - Megan Hoey 
Senior English - Jane Tredget 

Mathematics II, V.M. Pervan Senior Mathematics Trophy - Michael Chin 
Mathematics I - Kathleen Atkinson 

Early Childhood Studies - Susan Radici 
Italian - Susan Radici 

Human Biology - Kathleen Atkinson 
Accounting - Saskia Curtis 

French - Saskia Curtis 
Chemistry - Simon Kurylowicz 

Physics - Simon Kurylowicz 
Economics - Simon Kurylowicz 

English - Kirsty Cranley 
English Literature - Kirsty Cranley 

History - Kirsty Cranley 
Politics - Kirsty Cranley 

Senior Debating - Luke Garswood 
Public Speaking and Br Albertus Trophy - Senior Public Speaking - Bronwyn Hamilton 

SPORTS AWARDS 

Vin Davidson Trophy for Age Champion Swimmers - Kellie Reside, Greg Wheeler 
Guild Swimming Trophy on behalf of Tangney Guild— Trent Van Kampen 

Ila Jones Trophy for Open Girls' Athletic Champion; Captain of A.C.C. Athletics Team; Sprlyan, 
Redding Trophy for General Proficiency at Sport - Lia Pike 

Lew Jones Trophy for Open Boys' Athletic Champion; Captain of A.C.C. Athletics Team - Sean Stafford 
Alec Brown Country Trophy for Most Outstanding A.C.C. Athlete - Andrew Collins 

Guild Athletics Trophy on behalf of Marcellin Guild - Bruce Klyne 
McGovern Trophy for best 1st XI Hockey - Gavin Low 

Sars Ryan Trophy for Fairest and Best in 1st XVIII Football - Gregory Willison 
Des and Brian Kelly Trophy for General Proficiency at Sport - Christopher Angus and Gregory Wheeler 

COMMUNITY AWARDS 
Contribution to Theatre Restaurant - Jennifer Gladwell, Shane de Mamiel 

Contribution to the School Community - Sandra Powell 

MAJOR AWARDS 
Deputy Head Girl - Sue-Ellen Luscombe 

Deputy Head Boy - Edward Moala 
Head Girl - Celena King 

Head Boy - Daniel Cooper 
A.B. Cronin Shield for Conduct, Study and Sport - Sue-Ellen Luscombe 

J.J. Clune Prize for General Proficiency, Leadership and Character - Celena King and Daniel Cooper 
Monsignor Kennedy Cup for Dux of the College - Simon Kurylowicz 

14 



Paul BANK 
A bank at 
Newman? ... which 
bank? 

Ivan BANNON 
Rotto Demolition 
Squad member 

Eamon BARTON 
Avoid being the next 
aviation fatality 

A~A 
Paul ATKINSON 

............ ........... 

Là 	 Aum 

Dianne AIREY 	Bradley ALLEN 	Mark ANDERTON 	Christopher ANGUS Anthony APPLEBEE Maria 	 Nicole ASPHAR 
Dinki Di! -Goodbye! Boogaloo dancers 	"The effects ne the 	 Chemistry at Curtin 	ARGYROPOULOS 

	
"New York, New 

torments of myn 	 Watch out holidays 	York" I'll make 
hell" 
	

here I come 

Moreno BERT! 
The Mafia needs you 
- enlist now... 

Gavin BICKNELL 
To track the 
Himalayas and find 
inner peace 

Christiano 
BRADSHAW 
If you want my 
autograph, bad luck 

Benjamin BUCAT 	Conor BYRNE 
When Ben leaves 	I don't know enough 
those left behind 	words 
shall weep 

Arthur CALLAN 
Rotto Demolition 
Squad Member 

Joseph BRODALKA Rebecca 
CARPENTER Yes, I 
can drive 

15 



Andrew COLLINS 

Phillip DAVIDSON 
Davidson & 
Schwarzbach - 

partners in crime 

Susan DAWS Shane De MAMIEL 
Who needs a 
megaphone?? 

Paula DI LANZO Megan DUNCAN 	Marnie EAST 
Phys Ed en route to Big is best 
Canada 

John ELLIOT 
Yes I do own 
Foster's Brewery 

Mia FARINOSI 
"Miss Maturity" 
overdoses on 
Nutrasweet 

Nathan GALLAGHER 
"Stinger" 

Leanne GALLEN 
Professional Ping-
Pong player 

Timothy GARDINER 
May the henchmen 
and seagulls live on! 

Mark GIBSON 
For the last time - I 
haven't permed my 
hair 

Marsha GORDON 
Through shadows 
and images to truth. 
Law? 

rj 
P 

Paul HADDLETON 
Rotto Demolition 
Squad Member 

Bronwyn HAMILTON 
"Thanks for coming" 

Justin HAMPTON Robert HAYWARD 
Freedom at last 

Matthew HEMPSELL 
I kicked the habit - 

so can you. 
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Sheridan HOYNE 
Cottage E: Gem, let 
the games begin 

Melanie LANDWEHR 
Thanks for all the 
file paper, guys! 

Megan LAMOND Jason LEACH Jeremy LEE 
Bruce Lee 

eat your heart out! 

Liii LI 	 , t.w. 38c_ Ahk  E! PII LIII 
Helen MADDEN 

	
Darren MALONEY 

	
Catherine 	Michael MANSELL 	Renee MARGARIA 	Michael MARTIN 

Adios, Amigos! 
	

Hands up who likes 	MANOLIKOS 
	

Cottage E girls, don't 
me 	 forget your 

coathangers 

L i5iI EI 
Gavin LOW 	 Sue-Ellen 
What's academic 	LUSCOMBE 
achievement when 	Well, I guess you 

Clth 
've got your 	had to be there! 

Brendan LYNCH 	Gillian MACDONALD 
Tuartory studies 	Simply red 

--1*1 

Andrew MCAULLAY Matthew McGINNISS Wade MCMAHON 
When the going gets Rotto Demolition 
tough, the tough go Squad Member 
to Tuart 
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Sandra POWELL 
Curtin - self 
employed artist 

Christopher PREEDY 
I don't know enuff 
words 

dill1 
James MERGER 

rH 1 
Gemma 
MOSCARDINI 
Cottage E, Sheri, 
may the best woman 
win 

Mbi tJ 
Jacqui O'CONNOR Jarrod O'NEIL 

Rotto Demolition 
Squad Member 

Daniel O'REGAN 
In search of the 
ultimate social 
outburst 

Dean OROURKE 	Bridget O'SULLIVAN Tania PALAZZO 
Marriage counsellor 	Future? I'm easy 	Marriage counsellor 

Monique PALLETT 
Voltage power! Watts 
up? 

Janelle PEATE 
from New Zealand! 

David PELUSEY Lia Justin PIKE 
A tall poppy 

t 

Kellie RESIDE 
Disabled Olympics? 
Full time athlete 

1 

Brendon ROBINSON 
Bundi burglar strikes 
back 

4 

Stuart ROSS 
Taxi?? 

Patricia ROSSER 
"DYD" 

Stephen RULE 
"No comment" 



Brian SMITH 
C'mon M.N.O.B. 

Jason SPIRO 
We love you from 
the girls 

Sean STAFFORD 
Man called Horse. 
French cabaret go-go 
dancer 

L. ! 41 

Simone SMITH 
Where the boys are 

74 

I\L A 
Richard STEGENA 

	
Andrew STEVENS 	Kylie STOREN 	Andrea SUTTON 

Yes, Officer, I've had 
	

Mrs Noggin, who, 
a drink 	 me? 

Barbara SCHNABEL Evan SCHNELL 
Aarrgggh!!! 

Cameron SENZ 
Alba - the nose that 
knows 

1r 
, 	  

Stephen TANGNEY 
Commerce, Fm not 
going to Rotto - I'm 
studying 

Stuart TENGER 
Rrrr000aaarrr!!! 

Kirstyn THOMSON 	Jane TREDGET 	Nola TRIM 	 Mary TRUDA 
"Last came Anarchy Give the brain a 	What will I do now? Out of the pond and 
upon a white horse" break - England for 	 into the ocean 

a year 

Trent VAN KAMPEN 
Avoid end of year 
rush - fail exams 
now 

Bevan VAN 
LAMOEN 
Curtin - another four 
years 

Greg WHEELER 
Don't work for 
money, live for 
money 

Gregory WILLISON 
Rotto Demolition 
Squad Member 

L 
Simon WONO 
Life is hard, then 
you die 

_AX.  
Sheryl WONG Wong 
way in ... Wong way 
out! 

Timothy WOODARD 
Rotto Demolition 
Squad Member 

Eliza ZOTTI 
Blondes have more 
fun! 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Shannon Lally, Gary Wright, Catherine Manolikos, 
James Ryan, Bridget O'Sullivan, Ben Bucat 
FRONT ROW: Daniel Cooper, Celena King, Sue-Ellen Luscombe, Edward Moala 

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE 
COUNCIL 

Our first appointment as the newly appointed 1988 SRC, in fact, began in 1987 when we were able 
to test our leadership qualities at Speech Night. 

Being the enthusiastic group that we were, we began organising our Year 12 jumpers. Had we 
anticipated the headaches this was to cause us (I don't like the style ... Yuk ... V-necks!) and, "When are 
they coming?", we're sure we would never have begun the task. But when they finally did arrive, late in 
19881  it was another step towards uniting our Year 12 group. 

Our first chance to really come to know each other was during our weekend away at the "Star-of-
the-Sea" Retreat house. It enabled the three administrators, Br Terence, Mr Aldous and Mrs Thomson 
and the ten students to form an effective working unit. After participating in the activities of the 
weekend, our leadership qualities were broadened. 

Coinciding with Australia's Bicentennial Celebrations, Newman College had a celebration of its own, 
a win in the A.C.C. Swimming Carnival for the fourth year in a row. The determination and commit-
ment put in by the team was amply rewarded, while the enthusiasm from the cheersquad adorned in 
Pirate costumes showed everyone what school spirit is all about. 

The annual School Ball was a most important event on our agenda. The atmosphere adhered to the 
theme of "A night of Opulence". The night was successful and went without any major hitches. Our 
initial apprehensions about the band were overcome when we heard the very positive feedback from 
our peers. 

After so many years of just talking about it, the SRC from JTC and Newman Colleges, finally 
attempted to bridge the gap and break down some of the rivalry between the two schools. We were 
invited by JTC to exchange views, ideas and general organization of events over afternoon tea. While 
there, they took the opportunity to 'show-off' their new college ... but ours will always be best! 

We'd like to say a special word of thanks to all members of staff and administration, espcially to Mr 
Aldous, our Year 12 coordinator who was ever so patient and offered us support and encouragement. 
To Mrs Thomson, our new deputy Head-Mistress, who was always willing to share ideas and offer 
advice, we say thank you, and also to Brother Terence for his guidance and moral support throughout 
the year. 

As this year comes to a close we look back over it with fond memories, satisfied with our 
achievements. We wish the incoming SRC the best of luck and hope they receive the same sense of 
fulfilment that we did. 

Bridget, Catherine, Shannon, Sue-Ellen 
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SPEECH NIGHT 1988 

Head Girl, Celena King and Head Boy, Daniel Cooper 

Valedictory Address from the Head Boy, Daniel Cooper and 
Head Girl, Celena King. 

Daniel: Good evening. To quote the great Oscar Wilde, "On 
an occasion of this kind, it becomes more than a moral duty to 
speak one's mind". 
It becomes a pleasure. 

Tonight, as Celena and I stand here and highlight the 
outstanding achievements of Newman in the religious, sporting 
and academic fields, we must also remember that as in any 
working relationship, the going was not always smooth. 

The SRC has worked in close conjunction with the adminis-
tration this year, and while we have all come to respect each 
other's opinions, we realise that a perfect union of ideals is not 
always possible. We, as the representatives of the SRC and Year 
12 student body feel that for a school the size of Newman to 
function efficiently, there must be an element of give and take 
experienced between staff and students and we believe this has 
been achieved to a large extent this year. 

The Christian philosophy offered at Newman provides an ini-
tial basis in both the formation of our beliefs and in the unity of 
spirit felt within the Newman community. 

Our religious education course has allowed us the chance to 
compare modern day issues with the teachings of the church 
and has been beneficial in presenting us with a more mature 
outlook on life. 

For this to be achieved there needs to be a dedicated and 
friendly staff and I feel at Newman this ideal is often 
fulfilled. 

This is not to say, however, that every student sees eye to eye 
with every teacher, but without a little confrontation, life would 
be pretty dull. 

Behind the success of any institution there needs to be people 
who are willing to assert their leadership qualities. At Newman 
we have a team of such people, the "big three", or more for-
mally known as the Administration. 

Mr Aldous - the man with the growl of a doberman but the 
heart of a puppy. Thank you, sir, for your dedication and 
guidance over the past two years. It has been much appreciated 
and thank heavens your bark has been worse than your 
bite. 

This year, folks, we welcomed a new member to the Newman 
trio - Mrs Thompson. In the space of a short time you have 
formed many new friendships and we will always remember 
you, especially when we polish our shoes. Honestly though, you 
have been a great asset to the school. Thank you, the pleasure 
has been all ours. 

And Brother Terry, you remain a mystery to many of us due 
to your unavoidable administrative duties which often occupy 
much of your time. However the SRC has had the privilege of 
getting to know you on a more personal basis and your assis-
tance throughout the year has been invaluable. Thank you, 
Brother. 

Celena: This year we once again must bid farewell to some of 
the long-standing members of staff. Spryls - love him or hate 
him, he's been a force to be reckoned with in his long serving 
association with the Phys. Ed. department and we thank 
him. 

In the field of human biology, Mrs Milner has followed in the 
footsteps of her predecessor, Mrs Archer. We wish them both all 
the best in their new venture into motherhood. 

We farewell Mr Berry who is leaving to study a course in Psy-
chology at Murdoch. Is it any wonder after four years of teach-
ing at Newman? Good luck, Chuck. 

After four years, Mr O'Keefe is heading north to give his 
English lessons and a good dose discipline to the students of 
Prendiville College. Thank you, Sir. From the snake-pit to New-
man College. Mrs Johnson has been with us for two years and 
has guided us well in the business field. Mrs Johnson, we wish 
you the best. 

Newman's reputation as modern day gladiators of the A.C.C. 
sporting area has once again been upheld and strengthened 
during 1988. While the swimmers were the champions of the 
day in the pool for the fourth successive year by a record 
margin, our cheer squad of cut-throat pirates provided a specta-
cle never before witnessed at Beatty Park and all challengers 
were forced to walk the plant. Congratulations to all 
involved. 

This year saw Newman's Athletic Squad with an increased 
intensity and new-found professionalism. The combination of 
dedication and school spirit obviously gave us the winning edge 
as yesterday we completed the double header with a triumphant 
win by Newman's athletic legends. - to the delight of the Phys. 
Ed. Dept. and all associated with Newman. 

This year on the social agenda Newman once again par-
ticipated in the traditional and very successful Artcenta. Though 
many of us did shed blood, sweat and tears, the event was 
enjoyed and remembered by all who attended. Congratulations 
must be awarded to the P&F, Mrs Stafford and all 
concerned. 

This year Newman experienced its greatest ball ever, "A Night 
of Opulence". It was led by Newman's talented dirty dancers, 
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the colossal band, the Runaways, and an unexpected artistic dis-
play. The night was indeed a huge success and enjoyed by all. 
Congratulations must be extended to the Belle and Beau of the 
Ball, Sonja Bentley and Jason Spiro, the Couple of the Ball, 
Megan Lamond and Brendon Robinson, and Michael Chin who 
added a new dimension in formal dinner wear. Thank you also 
to everyone who participated. 

Daniel: Continuing in the vein of social events, for one week 
in August this year, Newman saw its hallowed hall transformed 
into "The Castle of Doom". Devoted students were converted 
into bizarre, freakish characters and controlled by the evil Count 
Dracula, who will remain anonymous, though he "nose" who 
he is. The production must once again stand as a tribute to the 
dedication of Mrs Anstee and Br Neil and all who participated 
along the line. 

The Year 12 Retreats highlighted the friendships that have 
been established over the past year and presented us with the 
opportunity to form new ones. Our memories will certainly be 
maintained through the extremely creative literature that is to be 
found on our camp files. 

A group of people that Celena and I have become particularly 
close to this year is the SRC. No longer do we have to stand in 
front of 200 riotous food throwing friends at lunch time 
meetings, or contend with the comedy of errors that hindered 
the production of our jumpers. Rather we can look back in 
hindsight and laugh at the good times and the bad. Thank you 
very much for your support and advice that be both could not 
have done without. 

And to Celena, where would I have been without your 
friendship and guidance? Thank you, you made the year that lit-
tle bit easier. 

To the incoming SRC, times may be tough, but don't relent. 
Good luck! 

While we have mentioned the staff and students, we must not 
forget those that work behind the scenes. Thank you, without 
your valuable experience, Newman would be the successful 
community that it is. 

Now to the people this night is dedicated to. In my eyes the 
most important people here - the Year 12's. After what seems 
an eternity together we have finally come to the end of our  

schooling. Good luck in all your future endeavours. You will live 
in my memory forever. Thank you, it has been an honour and a 
pleasure. Remember, "While today we may be students, 
tomorrow we are the future". 

Celena: I would now like to express my own personal thanks 
to the SRC. Without your assistance throughout the year my 
task as Head Girl would have been formidable. Dan, a guy I res-
pect and regard as a true friend, your assistance and support 
throughout the year has been much appreciated. 

And now to the most lively and responsive bunch I have ever 
come across. As we reflect on the past year, we cannot help but 
remember some of the more light-hearted moments. How can 
we forget the day when a particular group of Year 12 "Heroes" 
had the audacity to raffle themselves as ball partners? 
- Or the night at Cicero's which turned out to be an extremely 
enjoyable and CHEAP time, except for a few, Hey, Bron 
and Sharon? 
- Without doubt we will remember our Punk Day, when 
Anarchy ruled Supreme at Newman, well until about 8.50 when 
Mr Aldous informed us that we could only be punks if we 
dressed respectably! 

Such fond memories and a few surprises yet to come, will be 
looked back on and surely cherished forever. 

During our final year at Newman it has seemed to be a never-
ending battle against homework, exams and assignments, but it 
is not the school work that we will remember. It will be the times 
that we have shared with our own special friends and with each 
other as a group. 

As we leave here tonight, we must realise that while we have 
come to the end of an era, the memories we share will forever 
linger. Thank you, your friendships will always have a place in 
my heart. 

Tonight Dan and I would like to leave you with a closing 
thought by Anna Barbauld, 

"We've been long together 
Through pleasant and through cloudy weather; 
'Tis hard to part when friends are dear, 
Perhaps will cost a sigh, a tear". 
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BATES GUILD REPRESENTATIVES: 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Danny O'Regan, Jay Burton 
FRONT ROW: Valeria Corica, Stephanie Anderton, Melissa Agnello, Paul Southern 

BATES GUILD 

pr 

J 	The Maylands foreshore was this year's venue for Bates Guild's 
Activities Day. This day enabled the already established members 

4  : 	 of the guild to meet and welcome new faces who had joined us. 
We started the day off with the "Bates War Cry", a popular ritual 
which involved us breaking up into contact groups and competing 

p 	 A 	. 	with the others to see who could think up the best war cry for the 
up and coming swimming carnival. Even though we did not 

, 	 actually win the swimming, we were by far the best in supporting 
our guild with our renowned cheer squad. 

Throughout the year, Bates has also been involved in character 
Ron, building activities which enabled many of us to participate in rais-

ing money for certain charity organizations. One such event that 
X. t 	 126- managed to raise more than $13,000 for the Slow Learning 

/ /! 	Children's Association was the massive Domino Run which could 
I 

/ 	
not have eventuated without Br Neil's inspiration Another show 

ØJ 	 ~, 0"';  topper was the Bates 600 club which was the highlight of New 
Fl. man Week Guild activities involved numerous outings which 

I4 	', 
	 were thoroughly enjoyable and even though Guild days were 

limited, Bates certainly made the most out of what they had, and 
proved once again that Bates is Number One. 

Robina Smith 

..,... 

Bates barrackers at the Swimming Carnival 
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B ATES 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Eri Inque, Melissa Robertson, 
Celena King, Susana Ragan, Donna Blackwell, Megan 
Hoey. 
SECOND ROW: Simon Wong, Joseph Carocci, James 
Flaherty, Aidan Finn, Daniel O'Regan, David Clarke, 
Winston Lee. 
THIRD ROW: Mark Anderton, Niall Finn, Matthew De-
Stumberg, Mark Hartzell. 
TEACHER: Mr D Cormican 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Natalie Carter, Una Flynn, 
Michelle Harris, Maria Finn, Jane Lynch, Stephanie 
Anderton. 
SECOND ROW: Kristian Jackson, Ross Infirri, Melissa 
Agnello, Danielle Nordeck, Rowena Narbey, Bradley 
Lewis, Timothy Luffman. 
THIRD ROW: Glen Atkins, Gregory Wilison, David Johns, 
Bevan Van-Lamoen, Matthew Hanlon. 
TEACHER: Br Neil 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Cristina Corica, Tanya 
Carlile, Shannon Herd, Robina Smith, Elaine Clocherty, 
Tina Zarb. 
SECOND ROW: Brendan Lynch, Alfons Lemm, Paul 
Johns, Kristie Connolly, Adrian Sardo-Infirri, Paul 
Southern. 
THIRD ROW: Christopher Kelly, Jay Burton, Daniel 
Davies. 
TEACHER: Mr K Berry 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Valeria Corica, Simone 
Bosenberg, Francis Keating, Kali Stahan, Katie 
Winterbourne, Carla Scarfo. 
SECOND ROW: Mark Ruloff, Christian Kahler, Richard 
Stegena, Louise Mottershead, Robert Nagajek, Luke 
Twomey, Kane Mansfield. 
THIRD ROW: Andrew Flaherty, Adam Firth, Gareth 
Edwards Anthony Sarnes. 
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Showing a high profile at the Swimming Carnival 

BRIGID GUILD REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Ben Bucat, Greg Reilly 
FRONT ROW: Emma Vivian, Angela Smartt, Jacqui Boyle, 
Sumi McNaughton, Catherine Manolikos 

Land in sight at last 

Though times were often trying over the past year, Brigid 
Guild managed to excite even the most un-enthused and dor-
mant corpses that congregated in C31 and C32. 

Led relentlessly, amiably and brilliantly by Bucat and Angus, 
with support from Pat "Elle McPherson" Anstee, Tom "The Men-
tor" Morgan, John "Careers" Fry and Sr "The Effervescent" 
Declan, at the beginning of the year Brigid guild graced the 
foreshores of Rottnest Island. Good fun was had by all and 
many valuable experiences gained. Records of the events of that 
day are not just in the minds of Phil and Damien but well 
documented too! 

There are bound to be other occasions worth mentioning in 
this report. Who can forget the seven people who participated in 
the Athletics, they all competed well to help Brigid come ninth 
place ahead of woeful opposition. 

A sincere thanks on behalf of the Year 12s must go to the 
staff in our guild who we could say we leave as friends, to the 
rest of the guild, best of luck and make the most of your oppor-
tunities in guild next year. 

May the tradition continue - Chris Angus and Ben Bucat 

............. 
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RIGID 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Emma Vivian, Catherine 
Power, Jacqueline Boyle, Sumi MacNaughton, Eliza 
Donatti, Kristen Jamieson. 
SECOND ROW: Ben O'Donnell, Julian Staltari, Kathryn 
Kinsella, Lisa McMahon, Tony Chong, Christopher Cooke. 
THIRD ROW: Richard Murphy, Matthew Hempsell, 
Darren Gascoigne, Ben Bucat, Phillip Davidson, Michael 
Preston. 
TEACHER: Mrs Anstee 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Rachel Palmer, Rebecca 
Fiore, Maria Argyropoulos, Ciara Tyson, Larisa O'Donnell, 
Marcela Fragapane. 
SECOND ROW: Emma Kaaks, Darryl Wilson, Anthony 
Davidson, Caroline Hayward, Peter McDonald, Matthew 
Dec, Carin Penberthy. 
THIRD ROW: Michael Kelly, Phillip McGrath, Christopher 
Angus, Clement Fong. 
TEACHER: Sr Declan 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Catherine Manolikos, Kelli 
Jamieson, Fiona Rapinese, Barbara Stanion, Rachel 
Johnson, Alison Italiono. 
SECOND ROW: Wade McMahon, Jason Parin, Tania 
Pietracatella, Gregory Reilly, Rebecca Kaaks, Karl Tenger, 
Rameri Salama. 
THIRD ROW: Ian Fletcher, Brendon Aitkin, Glenn Bott, 
Damian Schwarzbach, Timothy Gardner. 
TEACHER: Mr J Fry 

•:•.• 	 .4; 	A 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Rosetta Lanza, Janis Young, 
Angela Smartt, Leanne Gallen, Gabrielle Johnson, Marie 
De Leo. 
SECOND ROW: Justin Manolikos, Scott Hinkley, Joanna 
Stanion, Karma Bavcevich, Rachael Kilbane, Philip Muir, 
Stephen Allen. 
THIRD ROW: Dean O'Rourke, Michael Barry, Robert 
Hayward, Chris Preedy. 
TEACHER: Mr Morgan 
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CAMARA GUILD REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Christopher Storey, Matthew McGinniss, Tim Monkhouse 
FRONT ROW: Samantha Wynne, Sue Radici, April Zotti 

Sliding into adventure 

-- 	 ----------- - - How many blues do you think? 

Taking out convincingly the most coveted 1st Inaugural New-
man Senior College Inter-Guild Volleyball Championship 
Trophy seems to graphically display Camara's dominance and 
superiority amongst Guilds. 

With the skilful guidance of Spiro McGinniss, Spiro, Gray, 
Spiro, Martin, not to mention Spiro who gallantly led a most 
courageous team - Zotti, Zammit, Posa, Mansell, Radici- , 
Applebee, Joseph, Pike, Storen, Dawns, Russell, Viscovich, Mon 
khouse, Smith, Lamond and Gordon, ruthlessly slew all 
inferior competition. 

Let it never be said that Camara has no heart, for it is through 
compassion and kind-heartedness that we stood aside and 
allowed the lesser guilds to share our limelight at the Guild 
Swimming and Athletics and were content in coming a mere 
third in both events. In addition to our sporting prowess, 
Camara also partook in a number of Educational, community 
minded and recreational activities such as visiting old people's 
homes, the Pizza Hut, the Multiple Sclerosis Foundation and 
heard talks from the Police and Parole at Scarborough. 

At the beginning of the year Camara spent the Guild Day at 
Adventure World. During Newman Week we teamed up with 
Nicholls and took over the tuckshop to create a monopoly in the 
lunches market by selling hot dogs and pies. 

Camara also raffled off the largest lolly jar in the history of 
Newman for the benefit of the cause. 

Camara is one big family, close and united. This year we all 
became even closer and we can now proudly say that CAMARA 
means BONDAGE. The family spirit spilled out of the guild this 
year prompting our fearless leader, Mrs Fiona Milner to become 
in the family way. We are all saddened at the thought that she 
will not be with us next year. 

Good luck to all Camarites next year. May your year be as 
successful as ours! 

Marsha Gordon and Matt McGinnis 
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CAMARA 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: April Zotti, Susan Radici, 
Yolanta Zarsycki, Leah Murray, Amanda Temby, Zoe 
Leavitt. 
SECOND ROW: Andrew Posa, Christopher Storey, Lia-
Justin Pike, Jeffrey Smith, Scott Russell. 
THIRD ROW: Nathan Smith, Ben Joseph, Paul 
McGovern. 
TEACHER: Mrs Milner 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Lisa Somerville, Terese 
Xanthis, Katie Klimaszewska, Alica Asic, Natasha Posa, 
Meegan Lyons 
SECOND ROW: Philip Saraceni, Jason Raftos, Grant 
Huggins, Eliza Zotti, Richard Geoghegan, Peter 
Monkhouse, Michael Mansell. 
TEACHER: Mr R Monger 

k 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Samantha Wynne, Jennie 
McDermid, Tazli McIntosh, Sonia Hutchinson, Joanne 
Cullinane, Kylie Storen. 
SECOND ROW: Mark Posa, Jeffrey Geohegan, Matthew 
McGinniss, Susan Daws, Jason Gray, Stuart Sloss, 
Brendon Richards. 
TEACHER: Mr Redding 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Angela Kazazi, Lisa Metcalf, 
Marsha Gordon, Simone Smith, Abigail Kennedy, Nichola 
Webb. 
SECOND ROW: Timothy Gooch, Damien Lyndon, Cohn 
Spencer, Chris Headland, Jason Spiro, Corran Pike, Mark 
Zammit. 
TEACHER: Mrs P Dawson 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Leah Sertorio, Tracy Tolland, 
Megan Lamond, Alana Viskovich, Catherine Portwood, 
Fiona Lopez. 
SECOND ROW: James Mansell, James O'Toole, Tony 
Martin, Jason Yujnovich, Anthony Applebee, Timothy 
Monkhouse, Bradley Curnow, Justin Smith. 
TEACHER: Mr Laidman 
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C ATH E R I N E 

GUILD REPRESENTATIVES: 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Carl Evangelista, Paul Starcevich 
FRONT ROW: Shona McDiarmid, Mia Farinosi, Lisa Kelly 

SAND, SURF, SUN AND FUN AT YANCHEP 

CATHERINE GUILD 
1988 saw a change in Catherine Guild as Mrs Stafford took a 

well-earned rest from being "the boss" and the energetic and 
enthusiastic Mrs Collins took on the role of our Guild Co-ordinator. 
The year kicked off to a promising start as the Guild went to 
Yanchep for our Activities day and participated in a day of fun in the 
sun, sand and surf. As the heat of the day caught up with us, the cric- 
ket games ended up in the water and even Br Evin and Mrs Stafford 
found the ocean too tempting to resist. We then went to the Yanchep 101 

National Park. 	few 	hands 	 despite where a 	tried their 	at rowing - and 
numerous attacks by a nameless few, they all managed to stay afloat. 
Overall the day was a definite success and thanks must go to Mrs 
Collins for all her organisation and hard work, not only on the 
Activities day, but throughout the whole year. 

Thanks must also go to the Guild Reps who worked so suc- 
cessfully with Mrs Collins, for their co-operation and ideas. 
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CATHERINE 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Patricia Rosser, Renae 
Davies, Gillian MacDonald, Erica Sanderson, Rebecca 
Schifferli, Danelle McCoy. 
SECOND ROW: Joel Fisher, Paul Starcevich, Jane Rose, 
Gary Wright, Mark Sisinni. 
THIRD ROW: Glenn McLeod, Stuart Salfinger, Mark 
Malekin, Greg Wheeler. 
TEACHER: Mrs W Collins 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Alison Moyle, Janine Allen, 
Katrina Fitzgerald, Melanie Marris, Donna Hatzistavridi, 
Narelle Watts. 
SECOND ROW: Peter Ogonowski, Tony Ong, Angelo 
Margaritis, Lisa Kelly, Shannon Gereaux, Brad Elliott, 
Kallam McDougall. 
THIRD ROW: Jason Edwards, Michael Martin, Christian 
Jones, Carl Evangelista. 
TEACHER: Br Evin 

FRONT ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: Linda Moyle, Suzanna 
Partigliani, Linda Radici, Shona McDiarmid, Susanne 
Coltrona, Jennifer Watts. 
SECOND ROW: Andrew Collins, Quenton Leach, Kern 
Bermingham, Sonja Bentley, Andrew Cheney, Mark 
Starcevich. 

THIRD ROW: David Thompson, Brian Martin, Corey 
Johnson Adam Smartt, Bradley Allen. 
TEACHER: Mr Williams 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Joanne Cummings, 
Samantha Burke, Meegan Strack, Karen Wishart, Sharon 
Ramsay, Melanie Tan. 
SECOND ROW: Brenda Young, Mark Gutteridge, 
Monique Pallet, Mia Farinosi, Rachael Callaly, Martin 
Fisher, Sarah Cheney. 
THIRD ROW: Craig McDonald, Jason Harrison, Jonathon 
Rochford, Jason Leach, Robert Van-Coppenhagen. 
TEACHER: Mrs Stafford 
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CHISHOLM GUILD REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Paul Watts, Daniel O'Sullivan, Simon Boylen 
FRONT ROW: Jodie Figliomeni, Denise Craig, Gaynor Ott 

CHISHOLM GUILD DAY 
This year on our Guild Day we set sail for "Rotto" on what can only 

be described as a near perfect day. 
We began the day with a few games on the beach to get to know 

everyone and make the new Year 10's feel welcome. After this we all 
went our separate ways for the rest of the day. Some chose to 
improve their suntan while others headed straight for the infamous 
Rotto Bakery or Red Rooster. 

After five exhausting hours at Rottnest, we all assembled to return 
home after what was truly a successful and enjoyable day. 

CHISHOLM GUILD REPORT ........... ............ 

This year we welcomed two new teachers to our Guild, Mr Petale 
and Mr Pittman. We also said farewell, temporarily, to Mr Raynor who I went on long service leave during the year, and we welcomed Mr 
O'Gorman who replaced him. 

Although guild times this year were reduced, we still had the chance 
to meet more of our guild members, particularly the Year 10's. Some 
of the activities conducted throughout the year included a quiz, lunch 
at Scarborough, bingo, group building games, and a session at Lords. 
In July, Mr O'Gorman spoke to us about his experience thirty years 
ago in an expedition to the Antarctic. This was appreciated by 
everyone. 

The two sporting carnivals during the year were entered into with a 
great deal of enthusiasm and determination by competing in all 
events. At the end of the Athletics Carnival we found we had a true 
champion - Sean Stafford, who took the honours be being Year 12 
Age Champion and becoming captain of the A.C.C. Athletics 
team. 

Our thanks must go to the very hard working and dedicated 
Chisholm staff members - our co-ordinator, Mrs Johnson, Miss Pearce, 
Mr Petale and Mr Pittman. 

Jane Tredget 

"Togetherness" games 

IL. 
g , 

Year 12's working hard 
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CHISHO M 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Catherine Bohdan, Renata 
Gruszka, Karen Duffy, Denise Craig, Bridget O'Sullivan, 
Lindy Trestrail. 
SECOND ROW: Shaun Newman, Paul Watts, Andrew 
Mulder, Richard Tassone, Garry Hodge, Daniel Daley. 
THIRD ROW: Vincent Gallucio, James Rickard, Dean 
Paton. 
TEACHER: Mrs Johnson 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Melissa Johnston, Helen 
Eddy, Kate Bartell, Angela Rolfe, Lucy Peachey, Sheryl 
Wong. 
SECOND ROW: Tanya Nissen, Kristian Vanderwilk, Adam 
Letch, Ben Roach, Jeremy Lee, Lynda Byrne. 
THIRD ROW: Dene Figliomeni, Brendon Robinson, Peter 
Lowerhoff, Paul McMahon, Troy Rewell, Michael 
Antonetti. 
TEACHER: Miss S Pearce 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Natalie Bohdan, Trudy 
Warren, Marni Adlam, Andrea Sutton, Coleen Carter, 
Gaynor Ott, Mardie McCreddin. 
SECOND ROW: Daniel Sullivan, Simon Boylan, Baldwin 
Luu, Simon Kurylowicz, Troy Boekman, Carmeron 
Parnell. 
THIRD ROW: Todd Venning, Stuart Monkhouse, Michael 
Newman, Chong-Yee Ong, Matthew Goddard. 
TEACHER: Mr Rayner & Mr Pittman 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Louise Ronchi, Jane Tredget, 
Jodi Power, Jodie Figliomeni, Danielle Toovey, Tina 
Daniele. 
SECOND ROW: Troy Harrold, Matthew Buckels, 
Catherine Whitten, Dianne Airey, Kirstyn Thomson, 
Shane Pentony, Aaron Mainstone. 
THIRD ROW: Riccardo Savino, Brendan Trestrail, Sean 
Stafford, Simon Mills. 
TEACHER: Mr P Petale 
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CURTIN 

CURTIN GUILD REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: James Tranter, Cameron Senz, Sean Stafford, 
David Perrett 
FRONT ROW: Elena Stilian, Kristy Lee, Jenny Breen, Yvette Robinson 

Mrs Biagioni 

CURTIN GUILD 
Over the past year Curtin has taken part in a number of 

outings. We went to Yanchep for Guild day and to the Subiaco 
markets and to the Pizza Hut to say farewell to our co-ordinator, 
Mrs Biagoni when she left at the end of Term 2 for an 
overseas trip. 

Curtin members also took part in a number of fund raising 
events for different groups of underprivileged children. 

We had a good year and thank the staff members who helped 
to make it possible. 

Sandra Powell 
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CURTIN 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Megan Duncan, Holly 
Cooper, Marisa Broderick, Janine Greaves, Rebecca 
Poga, Elena Stilian. 
SECOND ROW: Paul Micheli, Domenic Condidorio, 
Sandra Powell, Linda Gladwell, Stuart Joyce, Lindsay 
O'Sullivan. 
THIRD ROW: Christopher Davies, Brian Smith, Moreno 
Berti, Dennis Murphy, David Parle. 
TEACHER: Mrs. B Biagioni 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Lorna Spencer, Gillian 
Cruickshank, Vanessa Mayne, Nola Trim, Kelsey Cotton, 
Renae Massese. 
SECOND ROW: Darryl Phillips, Claire Metcalf, Kristy Lee, 
Elizabeth Mercer, James Cummins. 
THIRD ROW: Adam Robinson, Timothy Mullins, Daniel 
Cooper, Julian Rix, Andrew Senz. 
TEACHER: Mr J O'Keefe 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Simone Andrews, Jenene 
Beazley, Deborah Smith, Jenny Breen, Helen Giagizis 
Peta Jurgens. 
SECOND ROW: Peter White, Wayne Herring, Stephen 
Rule, Anthony Paini, Justin Chidlow, Warren Trim. 
THIRD ROW: Adam O'Neill, Jenni Miotti, Shane 
Leighton, Kirsty Cranley, Christopher Kurtis. 
TEACHER: Mr R Martin-Beck 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Jane Healy, Yvette 
Robinson, Melissa Joyce, Rebecca Ihlein, Rachel Gazia, 
Michelle Severn. 
SECOND ROW: James Tranter, Michael Kash, Declan 
Callaly, Jennifer Gladwell, Melanie Nunn, David Perrett, 
Justin Swan, Kevin O'Sullivan. 
THIRD ROW: James Mercer, Simon Birds, Cameron 
Senz, Conor Byrne. 
TEACHER: Mrs Hadley 

/ X. 
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MARCELLIN 

MARCELLIN GUILD REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Paul Haddleton, Gavin Low, Jeremy Hunter, Adrian 
Arundell 
FRONT ROW: Paula Dilanzo, Sharon Wisniewski 

MARCELLIN GUILD 
REPORT 

The guild atmosphere started off on a high note, with our first 
guild gathering spent at the new Sorrento Quay. Throughout the 
day, we welcomed the new year tens into the guild environment, 
with fun activities, in which everyone participated with 
enthusiasm. 

Other guild outings during 1988 included visits to the Subiaco 
Markets and Scarborough Beach for lunch, quizzes and sporting 
activities at Lord's Health Club. 

Undoubtedly the highlight of the year was our magnificent victory 
over all the other staggering guild athletes. Special thanks must go to 
the Arabian cheer squad - Arthur, Joey, Justin, Hads and 
Gay. 

Unfortunately in July, we had to say farewell to Mrs Rosanna 
Rosata, a very popular guild member and teacher. At the same time 
we were happy to see the return of Mrs Outtrim, after a one year 
maternity leave for the birth of her bambina Hannah Marie. 

Finally, thanks must be extended to our dedicated guild co-
ordinator, Mr Tim Phelan and also Mr Stalnaker, Mrs Andrew and 
Mrs Outtrim. 

Paula Di Lanzo 

Baby Hannah - Marcellin mascot 
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MA C IN 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Jacqueline Bennetts, Louise 
Ross, Leilani Gibbons, Paula Di-Lanzo, Libby Crannigan, 
Caltherine Pegrum. 
SECOND ROW: Clayton De- Mamiel, Stewart Lowndes, 
Jodie Crutcher, Kirsten Schnell, Anthony Kelly, Ryan 
Rybarczyk. 
THIRD ROW: Christian Reynolds, Justin Hampton, 
Christopher Carroll, Paul Haddleton. 
TEACHER: Mr T Phelan 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Tanya Palazzo, Sarah 
Maliunas, Lisa Henryon, Helen Madden, Isaleyarna 
Gibbons, Carol Corry. 
SECOND ROW: Todd Carboni, Michael Ramsdale, 
Sandra Crogan, Kim Gava, Jeremy Hunter, Brenden 
Nichols. 
THIRD ROW: Gerald Field, Stuart Ross, Evan Schnell, 
Arthur Callan, Murray Campbell, Sean Merrey. 
TEACHER: Mr D Stalnaker 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Caroline Truda, Karyn Parry, 
Anna Klyne, Cathy Cahill, Alison Evans, Sharon 
Wisniewski. 
SECOND ROW: Nathan Barbarich, Ashley Smith, Sean 
Healy, Kristine Szczepanski, Joe Brodalka, Shane De-
Mamiel, Ryan Low. 
THIRD ROW: Jamie Bristow-Stagg, Andrew Stevens, 
Adrian Di-Lello 
TEACHER: Mrs Andrews 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Linda Papalia, Michelle 
Callan, Kathy Atkinson, Peta Gava, Vanessa Grafton, 
Mary Truda. 
SECOND ROW: Cory Johnson, Carl Farmer, Gavin Low, 
Sharon Johnson, Jason Barbetti, Adrian Arundell, 
Stephen Kernutt. 
THIRD ROW: Michael Chin, Bruce Klyne, Luke 
Dransfield, Brendon Stevens. 
TEACHER: Mrs R Rosato 
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This is work? 

NICHOLLS 

NICHOLLS GUILD REPRESENTATIVES: 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Danny Prestipino, Edward Moala 
FRONT ROW: Shannon Lally, Louise White, Natalia Norris 

To call Nicholls the "Guild for the Century" would be an 
understatement. (I'm writing this with Mrs Schackley holding a gun 
to my head) ... O.K., lets be conventional... 

Nicholls showed its originality by once again going to Adventure 
World for the Activities Day. The day enabled the students to meet 
and welcome the new year lOs. 

Everyone was thoroughly engrossed in enjoying themselves and 
the day was undoubtedly a success. 

Other activities which Nicholls enjoyed included a visit to Subiaco 
Markets (after which Eddie and Reg were left behind), going to the 
Superdrome for the Careers expo (after which Natalia was left 
behind), trust games with Br Terry, a successful camp for the Year 
12s at Yanchep, a performance by an experimental drama group 
and ten pin bowling. 

Many thanks to the dedicated members of the Best Guild in the 
World, Mrs Shackley, Mrs J Dawson, Mr Willett, Mr Carroll, Mrs 
Riach and Mrs Crisp Natalia Norris and Denise Hangchi. 

,J.. 



NICHO S 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Fiona Miller, Natalia Norris, 
Louise White, Kylie Green, Amanda Radwell, Tammy 
Duffy. 
SECOND ROW: Travis Dunn, Daniel Prestipino, Floyd 
Aquino, Kerry Julian, David Moala, David Clapp, Timothy 
Farrell. 
THIRD ROW: Reginald Sorrell, Paul Atkinson, Andrew 
McAullay, Ashley Craft. 
TEACHER: Mrs Shackley 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Shelley Scorer, Karen Prus, 
Michelle Harrison, Joanne Davidson, Wendy Lawrence, 
Annette Gelle. 
SECOND ROW: David Rae, Ivan Bannon, Anna 
Amoroso, Bronwyn Hamilton, Marite Norris, Michael 
Cantoni, Adam Carty. 
THIRD ROW: Garth Kanair, Jarrod Saulsman, Edward 
Moala, Brett Harrison. 
TEACHER: Mr P Carroll 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Antonella Strano, Elesha 
Hosken, Rebecca White, Karen Craft, Catherine Doherty, 
Elena Esposito. 
SECOND ROW: Gavan Corish, Sean Cunneen, Anne 
Rushton, Belinda Goldsmith, Jeremy Cook, Justin 
McAullay. 
THIRD ROW: Brendon Ptolomey, Gregory Nicholls, John 
Elliott, Mark Gibson, Christopher Hawke. 
TEACHER: Mrs J Dawson 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Denise Hangchi, Estelle 
Bannon, Julie Nixon, Shannon Lally, Marnie East, Lynda 
De-Vries. 
SECOND ROW: Dale Dwyer, Paul Callaly, Lauren Darch, 
Rebecca Carpenter, Stewart Miller, Courtney Jones. 
THIRD ROW: Christian Ford, Fraser Hamilton, David 
Rushton, Zachary Sarich, Luke Dwyer. 
TEACHER: Mr Willett 
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SALVADO 

SALVADO GUILD REPRESENTATIVES 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Tim Ryan, James Ryan 
FRONT ROW: Maria Matteo, Sheridan Hoyne, Alexandra Hill 

SALVADO GUILD 1988 
1988 was a year of many changes to our world renowned guild. 

To begin with, some of the teachers fluctuated somewhat with the 
coming and going of Mrs Gordon, Mr Barrett, Mrs Archer and Miss 
Pickard. We also said goodbye to a person who has been the back 

i bone of this guild for many years - Mr Tony Sprylan. This man sac-
rificed himself for the guild to see what it would be like starting a 
fitness franchise in Perth. 

For the Guild Day this year, we all trekked off to the Cable Water 
Ski in Spearwood. Mr Sprylan was somewhat disappointed that we 
were not ooino to Seroentine acain. but we eventuallu aot our wau. 
Everyone "enjoyed themselves (even Spryls), with plenty of activities 

, 
/ 

I 

 

Eamon Barton 

CABLE SKIING PREPARATIONS 
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FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Denise Kavanagh, Loretta 
Slyth, Penny Siavelis, Natalie Palmer, Rosa Zappavigna, • 	Michelle Hill. 

. 	 SECOND ROW: Timothy Landwehr, Jarrod Chapman, 
•J : 	 Timothy Woodard, Katherine Webster, Duncan Watson, 

' Michael McTiernan, Anthony Frisina. 
THIRD ROW: Byron Williams, Craig Luxford, James 
Ryan, Christopher McFarlane. 

• TEACHER: Mr Ricciardone 

n 
:  

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Melanie Landwehr, Sally 	 . 

------------- - -_ 
FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Pearl Louie, Renee Margaria, 
Claire Kennedy, Virginia Venn, Emma-Kate Mann, 
Vanessa Loncar. 
SECOND ROW: Nicholas Slattery, Natalie Pow, Sally 
Curtain, Sue- Ellen Luscombe, Tamzin Parker, Lani 
McGuire, Mark O'Brien. 
THIRD ROW: Richard Bank, Jason Newall, Steven Lee, 
Paul Kavanagh. 
TEACHER: Mrs Versluis 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Maryanne Lanigan, Emma 
Carr, Sheridan Hoyne, Monika Majewska, Jennifer 
Kennedy, Jenny Cochran. 
SECOND ROW: Andrew McNally, Eric Durzacker, 
Michael Pforr, Paula Ryan, Lincoln Spargo, Peter Frediani, 
Justin Hardiman. 
THIRD ROW: Andrew Hyman, Paul Maslen, Paul Bank, 
Eamon Barton. 
TEACHER: Mr Sprlyan 
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Talking through 

pF, 	 0/1111 
PREPARING TO FEED THE HORDES 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Peter Arkell, Trent Van Kampen, Cameron McDonald 
FRONT ROW: Gemma Moscardini, Bronte Holmes 

Yanchep National Park 

TANGNEY GUILD 1988 
Tangney's year started with what seems to be our annual trip to 

Yanchep National Park. The day began with the bus trip and "get-to-
know-you" games. A barbecue meal was cooked by students and 
teachers and then ravenously devoured in minutes. The guild then 
split in two, one group heading off for a swim, the other to visit the 
nearby Crystal Caves. Both of these activities cooled the hot mem-
bers of the guild, the water being refreshingly cool, and the caves 
being at a constant temperature of 17°C, almost twenty degrees 
below the temperature outside. The visitors to the caves returned 
suitably enlightened about holes in the ground. 

The highlight of Tangney's year was the swimming carnival. The 
whole guild put its best foot forward, and the day ended in victory. 
Despite the fact that the guild did not have many of the age cham-
pions, the effort of the entire guild pulled us through on top. 

Tangney's efforts during Newman Week consisted of a lamington 
drive to raise money for the various charities supported by the com-
bined guild's efforts. Tangney managed to raise a total in excess of 
$500 and the guild seemed impressed with the effort. The orders, 
when they finally arrived covered all the tables in the library, several 
boxes deep! 

The athletics carnival, in contrast to the swimming carnival, gained 
Tangney the wooden spoon. Even though we lost at the end of the 
day, we enjoyed the competition - at least it was better than doing 
school work! 

Tangneys guild periods were spent mainly at school, the only 
exceptions being visits to the Casablanca Food Hall and Subi 
markets. We also spent a period at ten-pin bowling. The rest of the 
year was spent on activities such as trust games, quizzes and last, but 
not least, private study. 

Duncan Barton & Peter Arkel! 



 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Elise Stroud, Nicole Price, 
Anita Bevacqua, Erica Foppoli, Daniela Bradshaw, 
Allesandra Giordano. 
SECOND ROW: Angelo Vocisano, Adam Plowman 
Jarrod O'Neill, Kellie Reside, Trent Van—Kampen, 
Stephen Tangney, Simon Hawke. 
THIRD ROW: Jamie Myers, Jamie Brennan, Joshua 
Foley, Duncan Webb. 
TEACHER: Mr Doherty 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Sarah Phillips, Nicole 
Tangney, Angela Moscardini, Barbara Schnabel, Sascha 
O'Neil, Joanne McEvoy. 
SECOND ROW: Raymond Condelli, Adrian Lowe, Mark 
Buckels Jason Blythe, Martin Firth, 
THIRD ROW: Darren Maloney, David Pelusey, Alan 
Nowrojee. 
TEACHER: Mr P Naylor 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Suyin Chan, Catherine 
Franconi, Nicole Asphar, Gabrielle Schnabel, Bronte 
Holmes, Gemma Tognini. 
SECOND ROW: David Gaskin, Paul Fisher, Matthew 
Connell, Gemma Moscardini, Peter Arkell, Allan Newbold, 
David Staeck. 
THIRD ROW: Duncan Barton, Edward Spadek, Stuart 
Tenger. 
TEACHER: Mrs Richards 

FRONT ROW FROM LEFT: Narelle Myers, Clelia Marzo, 
Maryanne Franklyn, Louise Pelusey, Sarah Asphar, Sharon 
Yeo. 
SECOND ROW: Todd Gasson, Cristiano Bradshaw, 
Damian Croxford, Toni Reside, Paul Haber, Cameron 
McDonald, Gavin Bicknell. 
THIRD ROW: Simon Cos, Peter Davidson, David 
Figliomeni. 
ABSENT: Saskia Curtis. 
TEACHER: Ms Naughton 
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Shoot out Wild West. 
Shoot out metropolis". 

Painting by Sandra Powell 

THE TUCKSHOP 
Lots of kids 
Waiting anxiously, 
Pushing and shoving - 

The teachers watch angrily. 
A huge, long line, 
At the front you're fine. 
But for the others, the wait 
It will be a long time. 
The Mothers are amazed 
So many students are dazed, 
They wait in the hope 
The bell doesn't go, 
And also the hope, 
That the line will flow. 
"What's holding us up?" 
One boy protested. 
"Not enough Mothers," 
Another contested. 
But the bell has just gone, 
The Teachers said "Go!" 
So the students in dismay 
Have no food for the day 
Danny Prestipino 
YR 10 

9fN IC4 q  e...*R4 t 
A hot day and the sun was beginning to set behind the hills: Fieldsmen cast 

long grey shadows on the wicket when the "Manjidale XI" second last bats-
man was out for 2 and the team score was 9 for 127. The last batsman, 
Matthew, was walking out from the gate when suddenly he fell and twisted his 
ankle. I was in the middle of the wicket when I looked up to the scoreboard 
and saw my team only needed 19 runs to win the match. The team doctor 
told Matthew that he couldn't put any pressure on his ankle; the team was 
desperate to find a replacement. A horse came up to the captain and offered 
to bat. The team agreed, the horse was padded up and sent to face a fast 
bowler. The horse asked for "centre" and it was ready to face the bowler. The 
bowler, Gary, came from a long run-up, and bowled a short ball, the horse 
hooked it for four. As Gary prepared for another delivery, he decided to bowl 
at the legs of the horse in the hope of trapping the horse for an L.B.W. Gary 
bowled a yorker, and the horse effortlessly hit ball over the bowler's head for 
another four. 

As it was the end of the over, I faced Anthony for his next over. I was tired 
and I decided to hit a single and let the horse face the other deliveries. 
Anthony sent a ball down legside and I glanced it to fine leg. I dashed for the 
single but the horse just stood still ... I ran to the crease, grounded my bat and 
asked the horse why it didn't run. The horse said "If I could run, I would have 
been in the Melbourne Cup." 

Clement Fong 

THE FOX 
Living on a farm, like me, 
You can see foxes galore. 
But this one was different, 
Like none I'd seen before. 

Its coat was like a sunset, 
Its neck as white as snow, 
It may sound like a normal one, 
But nay, I tell you, no. 

Its eyes, they burned like fire, 
But were also cold as ice; 
They transformed me from a 
courageous man 
to a mere, meagre mouse. 

The fear struck me deep and hard, 
Like a knife piercing my heart, 
I raised my gun up to my eye, 
This creature was about to die. 

But then I took another look, 
And pondered on its fate, 
Why should this creature, so cool and 
calm 
Be the object of my hate? 

I lowered my gun and turned around, 
The fox, it did the same, 
And I knew that the look inside 
those eyes 
Would haunt me again and again. 

Matthew Buckels. 
YR 10 

DEATH 
It started far away, had nothing to do with me, 
People making foolish mistakes, 
Would soon severely pay. 
It arrived at the shores of countries 
Making the weak one moan. 
And saying "IF YOU HELP ME, YOU WON'T GO DOWN ALONE." 

People suffered  and people died, 
The effects are coming through 
All about Grim Reaper and the 
Effects he has on you. 
I tell you now so remember, 
Nothing but damage he will do 
This deadly disease has come 
And all he wants is YOU. 
D.C. 
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EMBRACE TO 
DARKNESS BEAUTY PERCEIVED Curled like a python, 

Peace of soul is a pearl of great price. The strident noise of Bent like a babe, 
Floating in Black love the 	busy world, 	and the constant battle to survive, to 	be 

entertained, to deal with the multitude of problems that besets This is death- 
each of us, so restricts us that we sometimes lose sight of the Welcome! 

Embrace the black love, abundant free gifts that God has provided for those who are The lovely black. willing to seek and to find. Sunlight is 	life, 
Among such gifts are: Sunlight corrodes - * 	The coming of spring that reveals wildflowers massed in Eats away the living flesh 
elegant disorder along the margins of bush track or highway, or Of my mind, 
spread in wild profusion to delight the eye of the observant Makes me blind. 
traveller. But darkness caresses and fondles, 
* 	The marriage of earth, sea, and sky, painted in the rich 
colours of sunrise or sunset, garnished with the gentle breeze of 

My soul 
Like my box:
Square, morning or evening, filling the silent soul with a peace that enclosed, warm and soft 

amounts to contemplative prayer. Box 
* 	The delicate beauty of a single flower blooming amid the 

A black box, 
The lovely box wild, 	hillside 	rocks. Sunlight corrodes, 

* 	The speckled pattern of light and shade as the sun's rays Burn, burn, searing, seeking pain, 
filter down through the autumn leaves of giant trees in the park, Blind eyes: 
modestly undressing for their winter sleep. Can't see the corruption, 
* 	The soft glow of the full moon, throwing into stark relief the Blind to the lies,

Blind to the slow death silhouette of city skyline, and creating a path of light across the i have friends, of a sort, waters of sea or lake. In my box 
* 	The 	awesomeness 	of 	waterfalls, 	rock 	canyons, 	waves I have friends 
crashing 	on 	rocky 	shorelines, 	stately 	forests 	and 	craggy Many, 
mountains, who love me 
* 	The myriads of creatures, great and small, all with their own Who caress the soul.

Inside. wonderful story to tell of the great God who nurtures and I look out protects them, and who, through them, reveals himself to us as I can see the blind eyes the omnipotent, all loving Creator. I look out, 
The world is filled with the splendour of God. Praise Him And laugh, 

Br. Evin Bitterly, for I am 
inside, 
Safe. 
But you are out there, 
Blind. 

Kirsty Thomson 

FAD E AWAY 
Fo SOMEONE WHO 

WAS SPECIAL We used to be so happy, 
Said we'd always be together.  

Tired, but I can not sleep, We shared so many times, 
But now they're only the past. Sad, but I can not weep. 

Flashback to when we said goodbye, Soon there were troubles, 
We pushed them away. I have no tears left to cry. Why couldn't we face 

A wound that took so long to heal, What we tried to avoid? 
Now I'm not sure how I feel. Why couldn't we keep  

A~r A 

Sadness, madness, joy or pain, The friendship we enjoyed? 
both too stubborn Will I ever hold you close again. 

Some things are better left alone, 
TWoeawdemr 	there was anything wrong, 
And now look what's happened - And answers to remain unknown. 

The questions they will linger long, we are apart. 
But both our lives will still go on. But even though we're not together, 

I hope you know 
By Peta Gava I'll stick by you to the end. 

Painting of orchids And whatever happens, 
by Jeremy Lee You'll always be my friend. 

Maryanne Lanigan 
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STILLNESS AND DULL 
The girl on the bridge has eyes that are old, 
her world is lonely, empty and cold. 
Stillness and dullness wash over her being, 
Her eyes view the world without really seeing. 
With tears on her cheeks she looks down at the river, 
And prays to the Lord, if he's there to forgive her. 
She can no longer find solace in a needle, 
her questions unanswered, her life is a riddle. 
Back at the refuge for homeless and poor, 
She closes the curtains and closes the door. 
Takes one final look at the hazy sunrise, 
Rolls up her sleeve and closes her eyes. 
In goes the needle, the girl feels no pain, 
She will never feel worthless or lonely again. 
She thinks of per parents, remain unforgiving. 
And whispers goodbye to life and living. ; 

Pe to Gava .• 

YR1O 

LEGEND 
Once, a time in legend gone, 
on a clear and lovely summer's night, 
There stood a maiden fair of brow, 
awaiting on the dawning light. 
And gone to war to fight the death 
Her lover, golden, brave and young, 
Has left  the one whose life is his, 
Her beauty, glory of the sun 
But far removed from honour bold 
a shadow falls on one man's heart 
a hatred filled with such deceit 
To wrench two loving souls apart. 
A messenger sent to give the news, 
To plant the seed of sorrow; 
Her lover on the field he fell, 
His end within the morrow. 
Into the jaws of death she flew, 
The end reached out its loathsome net, 
And as the dawn lit up the sky, 
Her destiny was unfairly met. 
On prancing steed, a warrior bold, 
Returns to claim his prize. 
His love so fair and sweet of tongue, 
A favourite in all eyes. 
But fled her spirit at the dawn, 
claimed by death itself. 
Revenge was thick within the air, 
his plan was laid with stealth. 
The night was chill, the debt was paid, 
another journey called. 
The path he was to travel soon 
was laid out clear and cold. 
The way was girthed with sorrow, 
he longed to meet her there. 
This world no longer held his mind, 
he sought out death's own lair 
And soon upon the moors he stepped, 
his spirit true and free, 
And joined his lover in the deeps, 
fair maiden of the sea. 	Peta Jurgens 

IN MEMORY OF A FLOWER... 
Tendrils of warm gentle light 
Creep over the horizon, 
Chasing lurking shadows 
Out from beneath Harsh 
Stark ridges, 
Out from deep, dark 
Clefts in the mountain face. 
Shady outlines sharpen, 
And the ghost like figure 
Becomes a pillar, 
Becomes a cold stone sentry; 
Mute. 
His cold lips, forever sealed 
By a kiss. 
Blind. 
His eyes stare blankly ahead, 
Indifferently; Devoid of all emotion. 
And the grass grows unchecked 
Over the sentry's sandalled feet. 
And inside, but a hollowed cavity, 
For a flower stole it away. 
A flower of delicate, fragile hue. 
A flower all pink and white, 
Caused the man to 
Become a monument. 
Lost, and alone. 
Cold. 
Indifferent. 
Heartless 
For a flower stole it away. Larisa O'Donnell 

Iml  0 w4vol 
He came from a small fishing town; 
With little to his name. 
To him the world was simple 
All people were the same. 
His skin was of a darker shade, 
His nature, though nonchalant, was not naive 
Strangers never found out what happened, 
That fateful hallows eve. 
The people around him mocked and teased. 
They laughed behind his back, 
He made them angry because he didn't care; 
"Why is he happy?" they asked. "He's black" 
He didn't know he was different - 

Either that or he'd ceased to mind. 
His family had warned him of white man's hate, 
But he continued on - blind. 
The years flew by and he could work no more, 
He rubbed liniment into his tired spirit, 
He lived in a broken, unwanted shack 
Within a forest of pines. 
He still aggravated the people, 
with his indifferent attitude; 
So they decided to teach him a lesson, 
One he ignored, though already knew. 
The old man loved to have visitors, 
He made them welcome in his simple home, 
He would talk to them for hours, 
'Cause he hated to be alone. 
Scanty were the people, though, 
Who paid a call on him, 
To be seen in the company of "niggers," 
Was an unforgivable sin. 
The white men forced his door open, 
They squashed his pride and beat 
him around, 
They tore his lip and broke his nose, 
He didn't utter a sound. 
They next time he went walking, 
Into town to buy his meat 
He cowered like a stricken animal 
And he was crushed beneath their feet. 

By Marite Norris 

Painting of "The City Of Bath" by 
Jeremy Lee 
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THE BICENTENNIAL 
Here I am, asked to write about Australia's 200th Birthday 

and my mind has gone blank. I mean 366 days to think about. 
We were told it was going to THE party of the year lasting the 
whole year, but was it really? 

Well I suppose things started going last year, with all the ads 
on T.V., with their catchy jingles and so on. Then in December 
the tall ships arrived, followed by the first fleet on their re-
enactment voyage. Perth received its share of the international 
sea faring atmosphere. The town was over-run with a lot of peo-
ple from different countries with one passion in common: sail-
ing. And it might be a surprise to the outdoor, water-loving 
locals, but we were hit with a new wave of such activities, 
inspired by this colourful festival. 

In January the whole crowd arrived in Sydney for the Aus-
tralia Day Celebration, and what a party that was! All the 
struggles that the first settlers went through to build this great 
national were given credit and as if to light candles in their 
memory the skies were filled with spectacular fireworks. That 
was something to see and remember. The "sky show" is on 
every year, but that did not stop thousands of people flocking 
around the river to see the display. 

Newmanites experienced a lot of other events during the year 
which no doubt will make it quite memorable. As a reminder, we 
were given the Bicentennial Medals. But did the party actually 
last the whole year? At the beginning everything was connected 
with the Bicentenary, even shop sales. The celebration began to 
lose its meaning. Now it seems just like another year, but with a 
label. It contained the rare date of 8/8/88, next one in 11 years, 
a month and a day for that weird day. 

The Year 10's will remember this year as their first at the 
senior school. The li's for having spent at least a part of their 
"sweet sixteen" during it. The 12's for their final school year, 
especially memorable due to the bicentennial logo on their 
senior jumpers. 

Mon ika Majewska 
YR11. 

MODERN HAMLET 
He took a cigarette - 

lit 	it.... 
inhaled deeply 	

To Be.... 
Dank smell of beer licked the air 
An empty bottle at his Dad's feet; 
An empty photograph in his Dad's hand, 
That's all that's left. 

To be alive is to be alone 
He inhaled again, 
Felt the tobacco warm his listless blood. 
His room seemed cramped, 
Suffocating 

To be alive is to be caught 
Canned laughter echoed 
from a forgotten TV. 

Caught in a world of the dead, 
He watched the end slowly consume the cigarette 
And the dead ash drop to the floor 

Faceless, 
Formless, 

Feelingless.... 
He looked out of his window 
onto the blackness. 
And the blackness was deeper and stronger 
Than anything he'd experienced. 

Dead.... 
He dropped his life to the floor 
Stubbed it under his Docker 
And it lay 
Stained and flattened; 
On the cold black floor 
Weedy remnants of childhood 
Splayed from its ends - 

Yellowed 
Useless 

TO BE.... 
OR NOT 

NATALIA NORRIS 

BLACK BOY 
As you stare at me with your dark resenting eyes, 
I feel generations of hatred and anger rush 
Through my veins. 
Do you blame me for my ancestors' mistakes? 
Is it I that caused you all this pain? 
Did we steal and strip you of your 
Sacred land? 
We took the happiness out of those eyes; 
And put hatred and distrust in them, 
But one day we will live together; 
Not in a land of black and white, 
But in a country that only sees grey. 
One day you will love, trust and forgive me. 

Anita Bevacqua 

 

Collage by Renae Margaria 
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Cardinal Hume presenting the "WA. Cricket Team" with 
our cup 

The gang at 

MARIST YOUTH 
FESTIVAL, 1988 

KILMORE, VICTORIA 
On Thursday, 14th January, a group of Newmanites (Bridget, Catherine, Shannon, Sue-Ellen and Br Neil), ex New 

manites and friends ventured off on our trip to Melbourne by Deluxe Coachlines. Excited and a little apprehensive, we 
took our seats - little did we know what was in store for us! Two days crossing Australia, with no sleep and monotonous 
sights - it enabled the group to form a strong bond and a special closeness which continued throughout the 
trip. 

We arrived in Melbourne on Saturday night and had our first taste of "the wild nightlife" with tea at "Twins" and ice 
cream in St Kilda, the tough part of town. We were made most welcome by the Brothers in North Fitzroy who had to put 
up with us both before and after the festival - and it wouldn't have been easy! On Monday, we departed for Kilmore, 
excited but uncertain of what to expect. We had heard so much but nothing could have prepared us for the experiences we 
were about to encounter. The theme for the Youth Festival was "Compassion: the Heart of Solidarity." 

The guest speakers were Cardinal Basil Hume, Fr Jim Gore from the Phillipines, Sr Bernadine Daley and lay woman, 
Eileen Glass, each of whom spoke about the theme but with their varying backgrounds each had a different story to tell 
which inspired us greatly. 

There never seemed to be enough hours in the day (and night, when all we wanted was to sleep!) because there was 
always something going on to keep us occupied even in the "free time" - plays, skits, sports .... the  list goes on. It was com-
pulsory for everyone to attend one workshop of about one hour each day. We were able to choose from the likes of Dance 
and Movement, Aboriginal Land Rights, Spirituality, Meditation and over twenty others. 

As at school, we had contact groups which met daily. They were composed of about eight people (from various states), 
and a leader, or, as they kept telling us, merely a person to guide us along. In these groups we discussed the day's 
occurrences and whether they were beneficial, and what value they held for us. These small groups allowed us to feel at 
home and made the prospect of meeting over three hundred other people less daunting. But we need never have worried 
- everyone was so friendly! 

During those six days sleep was foreign, you only had some if you had some spare time, which wasn't often. Each night 
all participants gathered in the huge marquee to be drawn into activities such as a performance by the world renowned 
"Phones", folk and European dancing, a reconciliation service, spontaneous dramatic presentations and a cabaret, as well 
as being addressed by the key speakers. One of the highlights of the week was the shield cricket match between W.A. and 
Victoria umpired by Cardinal Hume. Of course, W.A. was victorious! 

Just when we had become so close to so many people it was time to head back to Melbourne, and the task of squeezing 
in as much sightseeing as possible. To the girls, the disappointment of the shops being closed because of a long weekend 
was overcome when we discovered the Victoria Markets - a spender's paradise. After that - time to go home. 

There was a positive attitude that pervaded the whole trip. Everyone was always smiling and ready to accept any 
changes or challenges offered to them. As well as learning and gaining spiritually from the festival, we had a lot of fun and 
made many special, new friends from all parts of Australia. 

Catherine Manolikos and Bridget O'Sullivan 
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CARMORS  
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Sr. Regina in the counselling room with a student 

CAREERS 
GUIDANCE 

Every student passes through school and hopefully fulfills 
his or her ambition by moving from education into a 
worthwhile career. While this is not the sole purpose of school-
ing, it is very high on the list of priorities, so therefore the Car-
eers and Guidance area in Room W23 is of great importance 
in helping the school population move satisfactorily into the 
world of work. 

The building of the new north wing to the school created the 
opportunity for the expansion of the careers and guidance 
areas by moving them into the new premises in W23, thus put-
ting them, as it were, in the forefront of the school and making 
them more accessible to the students 

The careers area contains all the information necessary for 
students going on to tertiary education and those seeking 
employment immediately after leaving school. Sr Regina and 
Mr Cormican are there to provide counselling regarding career 
selection and subject options and although happy with the 
present level of use of the area, we would certainly welcome 
more students and encourage them to become more aware of 
the opportunities available to them both at tertiary level and in 
the world of work. 

The centre is also a focal point for information for the 
parents and we would invite parents to come along and view 
the material available to the students. If advice is required we 
will be only too happy to provide it. 

The centre has functioned very well this year and we, Sr 
Regina and myself, look forward to many more years working 
with Newman students in this great facility. 

D. Cormican 

COUNSELLING 
Any student is welcome to visit the School Counsellor! 

guidance Officer. The office is located in W23. Help is given to 
students with needs in the following area: 

* Career decision/courses of further study 
* Subject choice 
* Organization of study programmes 
* Training in study skills 
* Academic progress 
* Personal Problems 
* Relationship difficulties -these may include family, peer 

group, friends etc. 
* Students at Risk 
* Stress Management, which includes relaxation 

exercises. 

Students may come in two or threes if they wish. Whatever 
is said to the Counsellor/guidance office is strictly confidential 
- everyone needs someone to talk to some time. Appointments 
may be made through the front office or in the careers' room. 
On the appointment slip just fill in your name and the time 
that suits you best. Confirmation of this appointment will then 
appear in the daily bulletin. This service is for you, the young 
people of Newman College, but parents may make an appoint-
ment to see the counsellor too if they wish. 

Sr Regina 

Mr Cormican in the Careers Centre 
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LITURGICAL CELEBRATIONS AND SPECIAL RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT PROJECTS IN 1988 

t 	
As a total school our Liturgical celebrations began with the 

blessing and distributing of ashes on the 17th of February. Fr. 
Holohan led the service and the reading from the Gospel (Lk 
19, 1-10) stressed the willingness of God to forgive those who 
return to Him. A group of staff and the S.R.C. helped distribute 
the ashes to those who wished to partake. 

The Opening of the Year Mass was also celebrated on Ash 
I, 	 Wednesday. The theme of applying the obligation of service to 
v ' 	 our prayer, fasting and charitable works threaded its way 

through our Eucharist and provided a stimulus to recognising 
the importance of considering those less fortunate than our-
selves during the season of Lent, especially. 

• 

	

	 The "Option for the poor", which owes its inspiration to Jesus' 
words, "Whenever you did this for one of the least important of 
these brothers of mine, you did it for me" (Mt 25, 40), was 
clearly illustrated by the magnificent efforts of staff and students 
(mainly through contact groups) in raising $1200.00 for Project 
Compassions' work in the Third World countries. 

- - 

	

	 Liturgically, first term ended with our Holy Week Assembly 
with its theme of examination of conscience and turning away 
from sin. The dual symbolism of "stones" was used to illustrate 
how, metaphorically, we throw stones at people and damage 
relationships and how stones have their positive uses in 

- 	 - 	 buildings, etc. 
The official opening of the North Wing and its celebratory 

Mass on April 20th heralded a start to our liturgy in Term 2. The 
four new R.E. classrooms and Resource Room for R.E. teachers 
were eagerly awaited as a welcome asset in increasing effective-
ness of promoting the R.E. programme in the school. 

Art Show Day on May 20th gave us an opportunity to go off 
site with the Year 10 students and explore aspects of the R.E. 
programme in a different setting and using visiting speakers. 
Some very stimulating and challenging talks were given by 
Holyoake and the Jesus People on drug abuse, Archbishop 
Foley on discipleship and Laurel Yarran on "An Aboriginal 
Perspective of the Bicentenary". 

• 	 : 	.. 	
• 	 For the Year 12s, second term ended on a high note with their 

Retreats led by those Wise Men (and one woman) from the East, 
the Marist Retreat Team! The expertise, friendliness and prayer-
fulness of the team was greatly appreciated by the 

I students and staff. 
In term three, the opportunity came around again to dig deep 

into the pockets and call on any spare energies to help raise 
funds for the Marist and Dominican missions. Newman Week 

. . . . . . 

	

	 was the occasion and the inspiration was provided by the work 
• of Cardinal Newman himself - performed in the industrial cities 

of nineteenth century England. School Mass was also celebrated 
R111, IF, • 	 during Newman Week in Our Lady of Rosary Church and the 

	

• 	 central theme was the importance of practising forgiveness in 
situations. ev

F or
eryda

y Year 11's, their highlight of term three came in the 
third last week when they discovered a lot about themselves in 

;..A.Y . 	 Y 	 such far flung places as Murray River, Serpentine, Nanga and 
Manjedal! A combination of physical challenges and spiritual 

reflections contributed, hopefully, to a greater appreciation of 
home comforts and a heightened awareness of the need for per- 

The Ash Wednesday Service sonal development. 
To recognise the Bicentenary, the R.E. Department applied, 

successfully, to the Australian Bicentenary Authority for a grant 
to help with the financing of a visit by a group of Year 11 
students and staff to the Aboriginal Community at Kalumburu in 
the far north of the state. It proved to be a very rewarding 
experience for all concerned and the group is planning to visit 
R.E. classes and share their learning and perceptions with the 
rest of the student body. 

So, at the moment, we are planning our Speech Night Mass, 
when we will be celebrating our achievements over the year and 
offering our prayers for the Year 12s as part of their preparation 
for exams and subsequent transition to post school life. 

Eamon Murray, R.E. Co-ordinator 
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Tan gney Guild organizing the Lamington drive 

Talent quest performers 

Newman Week is traditionally a time of bonding and co- operation on 
the part of the whole of the Newman student body and staff. This year saw 
no change in that, with the various Guilds organizing a number of fun-
draising activities: The Bates 600 Club, a lamington drive, cake stalls, 
toffees, hot chips, a talent quest and much more. 

Our sharing continued with our annual journey to Holy Rosary Church, 
to participating in a Mass in honour of our School Patron, Cardinal 
Newman. 

When Newman Week drew to a close, the Newman community was able 
to look back on a week of activities and be proud of their efforts. We hope 
future years also find Newman Week and enjoyable experience as well as a 
successful one, as we did. 

Larisa O'Donnell 

Father Gerard Holohan officiating at the mass 
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YEAR 11 GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP 

On September 1st, the day finally arrived when the two 
geography classes went on the long awaited field trip. Under Mr 
Williams' strict instructions,we were all prepared, with cameras 
at the ready. We boarded the bus and after pausing to pick up 
the bus drivers lunch, we started our long journey down 
Gnangara Road looking at various blocks of vacant land with an 
occasional market garden. After qoing on to Ellenbrook and 
Walyunga National Park, we stopped for lunch. As we entered 
the afternoon we went to Ocean Reef Beach to look at "wave 
actions", then as we headed for home, Mr Williams decided that 
because we had behaved so well (and not dropped any food in 
the bus), we could stop at Hillary's Marina for an 
icecream. 

At last the day came to an end, but, alas, there was still the 
dreaded field study report awaiting us. 

.5 urp  
(4- L41 kave  

0"14  kave  " De(3. 

YEAR 12 GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIPS 
This year we went on three excursions in and around Perth 

and these enabled us to take what we had learnt in class and 
apply it to the outside world. 

On our first outing we went to various shopping centres, in 
groups, to collect data from customers and compare range and 
threshold and each centre. 

On June 15th we ventured into Northbridge for the day to 
observe the urban morphology. 

Our best outing included a half day excursion to the Swan 
Brewery to observe an example of industrial relocation in the 
manufacturing industry. We also noted where the raw materials 
came from and what happens to them. Unfortunately, tasting 
the finished product was strictly forbidden! 

Thanks must go to Mr Williams who organised and accom-
panied us on all of the trips. 

Jane Tredget 

I)b ) + 29  e., + 
VJE* C~rl;s  

YEAR 11 BIOLOGY FIELD TRIP 
During the year, the year 11 Biology class ventured 

into the swampy unknown of Herdsman Lake. The 
students, with the expert air of an explorer prowled 
through the reeds and shallow water in search 
of .... (no, not an extremely rare species of bird, somth-
ing FAR more exciting!) .... MICRO ORGANISMS! 

Armed with nets (and gum boots) the class hunted 
their way. Of course, someone had to fall in and get 
wet - that task fell to Chris McFarlane who very 
obligingly fell into the water (which was only about lft 
deep, mind you) providing the rest of the students 
with a great deal of amusement. 

Then it was time to examine our catch under the 
microscopes. Then we piled back into the bus and 
drove back to school ... which dampened our 'explorer 
syndrome' spirit somewhat ... But all in all, our field trip 
was a great excursion out. 

Larisa O"Donne!l 
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ITALIAN  
YEAR 10 ITALIAN 

This year in Italian the Year 10 class has progressed greatly - 

thanks to the efforts of our two teachers. In Semester one we 
were taught by Mrs Rosato, a relief teacher for Mrs Outtrim. The 
lessons were hard, but we all pulled through and were rewarded 
by a great evening out at "Le Mirage" where we all enjoyed 
various Italian dishes. The evening was enjoyed by all who 
attended. 

In second Semester, we settled well into work with Mrs Out-
trim. We all have been working extra hard in order to achieve 
the best possible marks for the following year. 

Overall, Italian this year has been quite enjoyable and very 
rewarding. Ciao! 

Peter Gava and Gemma Tognini 

YEAR 11 
INSIEME IN ITALIANO ALLORA! 

This year in Italian we have furthered our studies in the Italian 
language, which at times have been difficult. However, through 
the endless efforts of Signora Outtrim we have been able to pro-
duce results of a fairly good standard, which have been reflected 
in the Dante Alighieri exam. In particular, Michael Cantoni who 
came second in the state, and also quite a few creditable dis-
tinctions were achieved. 

Also this year, the class attended an evening of fine food and 
atmosphere at Le Mirage with Mrs Rosato, our temporary Italian 
teacher. This was a very enjoyable evening accompanied by a 
guitar playing waiter who entertained us all. 

As we continue our studies next year we hope to be able to 
speak fluently in this very colourful language. 

DUNQUE, ARRIVERDERCI PER ADESSO! 

Th. re's a lot to ce1eb..rate,. 
kn the lun and kshvitis oMstah [CCntCnnV 

YEAR 12 ITALIAN 
1988, once again, proved to be a busy and largely successful 

year for the cohesive group consisting of Mrs Outtrim and her 
Year 12 Italian class. 

The year began, as it had left off last year, with Mrs. 
Rosato at the helm, and we completed her stay at Newman 

with an evening at "The Sorrento" Restaurant in Northbridge 
which proved most enjoyable. 

Term 3 saw the return of Mrs Outtrim after the birth of her 
daughter, and the arrival of two Italian exchange students - 

Cesare and Livia. Their abundance of information concerning 
Italian life, as well as their fluency in the Italian language, was of 
much assistance to all students, and on almost all occasions 
their extrovert personalities made them extremely likeable. 

As a farewell bid to our Italian friends, we dine at "Il 
Vecchietto" Restaurant, Osborne Park on August 16th. The 
exuberance of Cesare and Livia was practised to the fullest, but 
the more emotional side to their characters emerged when we 
presented them each with a Year 12 College Jumper and they 
realised that their departure was imminent. 

All Year 12 students sat for the Dante Alighieri external 
examination on August 20th at Servite College. This, once 
again, proved to be an invaluable experience for the forthcom-
ing T.E.E. and all students received a pass, with a Distinction 
going to Susan Radici. 

The large number of students studying Italian in Year 8 
gradually dwindled to a group of ten surviving Year 12 students, 
and no other subject can boast the close knit comradeship that 
developed between this group of students and our relationship 
with Mrs Outtrim who deserves great thanks for her efforts. 
1988 has proven to be another busy year, both academically 
and socially, and one which has brought success upon this 
cohesive unit of students. 

Exchange students Livia and Cesare with Mrs Outtrim 

A LETTER FROM THE ITALIAN EXCHANGE 
STUDENTS 

This year we were fortunate enough to be able to attend New-
man College. We have been at this school for six weeks and we 
can say that we found the teachers and students to be very 
friendly and caring for us. The schools in Australia are very  dif-
ferent to Italian schools. We have a lot more freedom, in short, 
we don't have as many rules to obey as you do. We think that 
Newman College is a beautiful school and the students are 
lucky to have so many beautiful playing grounds for sport. 
According to the way we think the library is the most beautiful 
part of the school. The only thing that we are not used to in Italy 
is wearing uniforms. It was very difficult at first, but then we got 
used to it. 

The school day is very long here. In Italy, we finish school at 
100pm then the afternoon is free. We think Australia (Perth) is a 
pretty place and we enjoyed visiting many places such as 
Fremantle and Rottnest. The only thing we don't like about Aus-
tralia is Vegemite! We will never forget Newman College and the 
teachers and students who helped us. A special thanks to the 
Italian classes and Mrs Outtrim. We have learnt a lot from our 
stay here at Newman College. Thank you all and 
arrivederci! 

Mark Gibson 	 Livia Christinziani and Cesare Beccalli 
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The chess team won all of the four 
matches in which it competed and 
became the Northern Catholic Colleges 
Champions. The whole group played well 
and co-operated as a team. Our thanks to 
our odrganiser Mr Fry. 

Rameri Salama 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Tony 
Chong, Mr Fry, Chong-Yee Ong 
FRONT ROW: Robert Stojanovic, 
Rameri Salama 
ABSENT: Andrew Flaherty 
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This year there were five different locations for the year 10 seminars 
which took place on Friday the 20th of May. Bates and Camara guilds 
went to the Holy Rosary Hall, Catherine and Chisholm went to the 
Floreat Surf Club, Brigid and Tangney were at the YMCA Hockey 
Pavilion, Curtin and Nicholls had their seminar at the City Beach Com-
munity Centre and Salvado and Marcellin were lucky enough to have 
the Sports Complex as their venue. 

The purpose of the seminar day is to give the students and oppor-
tunity to listen, think about and be involved in discussions about issues 
which are relevant to teenagers in this day and age. A number of 
speakers went to each of the sites to introduce topics such as drugs and 
alcohol and conflict resolution. All of the speakers were well received 
and gave informative speeches on the topics. Following the talks there 
were spirited discussions in groups where everyone had the chance to 
put forward their own opinion. 

Although the main focus of the day was on the spiritual enrichment, 
there was also the chance for the students to mix with the other guild 
and get to know some of the teachers on a non-school basis. Unfor-
tunately the weather wasn't the best for outdoor activities although a 
number of hardy souls at the Sports Complex did brace the rain to play 
footy during the lunch break. Apart from the speakers and discussions, 
there were group building games that let everyone get to know others 
better. All in all it was a successful day that hopefully added to the 
religious knowledge of the year 10's. 

Anna Klyne 

R 0 iver cruise  

All aboard for the nights entertainment 

On the night of Thursday, 11th February, 
a large assortment of black clad Year 10's 
and li's terrorized the luxurious Temeraire 
II on the Swan River. The normally tranquil 
conditions on the boat were disrupted as the 
DJ commenced providing a range of music 
which started the ball rolling for a night 
of enjoyment. 

The hours were filled with entertainment 
galore and the theme, "Back in Black" 
enabled the students to create an 
atmosphere in which all were thoroughly 
engrossed in having fun. There was an 
overwhelming response from the people 
who attended, and the comments received 
by both the student and teacher bodies were 
appreciative. 

Overall, the 1988 River Cruise was 
thoroughly enjoyable and memorable. Many 
thanks to all those who organized and made 
it possible. 

Robina and Denise 
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WORK EXPERIENCE 
MY WORK EXPERIENCE 
SEAVIEW KINDERGARTEN 

G'day, Garfield here. Being the suave, extremely 
generous, incredibly handsome cat that I am, I've decided 
to give you a few extra details about Kelsey's work 
experience that she very carelessly left out. She went to 
Seaview Kindergarten for her work experience. Being a 
good friend of hers (and isn't she lucky to have friends like 
me?), she told me what a marvellous time she had. 

She said that she had to be at work by 830am every day 
and would help to prepare for the first group of children 
who arrived at 900am. Quite frankly I don't know how she 
could get up that early. She did such jobs during this time 
as preparing glue, collage materials and paint, putting out 
crayons and on fine days (which there weren't many of) she 
had to help set up obstacle courses etc., outside. 

Once the children arrived, Kels had to mingle and join in 
the childrens games and things like that. She told me that 
all week it was, "aboni, abroni, agronig" - anyway, those 
black people who lived in Australia before us cats came 
here - oh, and white humans too. I'm sure you know what 
I'm talking about. Anyway, it was their "awareness week" 
and everything the children did revolved around these 
black people. The children painted didgeridoos and bark. 
They also made a shelter and a pretend campfire and had 
wooden snakes and lizards for lunch (I'd prefer 
lasagna myself!) 

There are two groups that attend the kindergarten. 
There's a morning group which comes at 900am and 
leaves at 12.00noon, and an afternoon group which comes 
at 1245pm and leaves at 3pm. The time in between the 
two groups leaves just enough time to clean up after the 
first group, prepare for the second and have a very 
quick lunch. 

The children get the normal school holidays, same as 
every person who's sentenced to at least twelve years 
schooling. Thank goodness I'm a cat! I think that's about 
everything you'd want to know about Kelsey's work 
experience, except that she enjoyed herself immensely. 

See ya! Garfield (By Kelsey Cotton) 

Surveying in the field 

t 

The Didgeridoo players 

WORK EXPERIENCE AT 
AUSLIG 

My work experience was spent at AUSLIG (Australian 
Surveying and Land Information Group). It was hard work 
because as a surveyor's assistant, I had to follow and 
observe the surveyor. 

These are some of the jobs which AUSLIG does: site 
detail surveys, set out for construction, plumbing of towers 
and buildings, tunnel surveys, column determination, mon-
itoring for movement of deformation, etc. 

My first day was a big confusion because AUSLIG moved 
from Perth to Victoria Park, so I started off by getting a lift 
on a big V8 4WD. When I got to AUSLIG, the boss sent me 
with two surveyors to the Airport to set up a radar. The 
object was to locate a satellite. 

The second day was easy. I got to work at 650am., (even 
before the boss). Vinko one of the surveyors, took me all 
the way to Rockingham at Garden Island Naval Base just to 
observe the surveyors. Two bad things happened to me that 
day - my camera was confiscated by a sailor, and I didn't 
have anything to eat all day. 

The third day was hot. The Surveyors took to Garden 
Island again, but this time I had to work. My job was to cut 
5km of trees with an axe (in a straight line). At the end of 
the day I have four massive blisters on my hand. I went to 
sleep at 700pm that night. 

On Thursday I went to a giant farm in the country. My job 
was to hold a reflecting pole. By the end of the day I had 
spider webs all over my head and mud all over me. 

The last day I stayed in the office using the computers 
and asking questions about surveying. Overall, I had the 
best work experience in my life. The only factor which 
deters me from becoming a surveyor is that you need 
Maths II and III and Physics, which I'm not very good at. I 
learnt a lot. 

Erica Duazacker 
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YE A R I I 
NANGA CAMP 

Nanga was just one of the four alternatives offered to Year 11 
campers. Situated near Dwellingup, the "Nanga Bush Camp" con-
sists of a huge log cabin style hut which includes a meeting hall, 
kitchen, ablutions and dormitories. Also on site is a smaller hut of 
dormitories, a barbecue area and a commando course. 

After the hair raising trip by bus across the rickety Nanga bridge, 
perched high above the Murray River and which was barely wider 
than the bus, the commando course was tame. 

On arriving at camp the teachers, Mr Redding, Mr Phelan, Mr 
Ricciardone, Mr Ward, Mrs Stafford, Mrs Versluis and Mrs Riach 
made us familiar with the house rules. That first afternoon we were 
split into two groups. While one group went canoeing, the other 
group was divided into teams and sent out on FAR (First Aid and 
Rescue) exercises. 

Many of the unfortunate 'victims' lost their lives, but it was all in 
good fun. Then the assault on the commando course took place 
with Mrs Stafford in the advance party proving that even com-
mando activities call for brains as well as brawn. 

The canoeing left few feet (or any other area of the body) dry, 
with the rain drenching those who weren't already soaked from 
capsizing. In spite of Mr Phelan's and Mr Ric...'s great 'skill' in direct 
us, we all made it safely back to camp. 

The first evening's entertainment was an activity called orienteer-
ing. This is a cruel test of a students patience, and frustration 
tolerance cleverly disguised as a map reading exercise. Armed with 
a compass, map and torches we were sent out into the night to find 
markers so cunningly hidden in the bush that they would have 
been impossible to find in the daylight. An added bonus again was 
the rain, which apart from making us damp and miserable, turned 
our maps into unreadable sheets of mush in our hands. 

The cold mornings made it hard for all of us to get up. Prepara-
tion of breakfast for some was a new experience and this was evi-
dent by lunchtime. This second day of camp was the beginning of 
The Great Hike, and we were all eager to get started. However, the 
teachers' abilities at map reading proved no better than ours had 
the previous evening. By the end of the day Mr Redding was on 
everyone's hit list. 

After living it up for one night in the barren wilderness, we set off 
back to Nanga. The hike had left most of us in moods one would 
only expect to find on the last day of earth, and we were glad of the 
2 hours free time to shower and freshen up and generally relax. 
The teachers, it was noticed, took to the wood pile - no, not to 
chop wood but to sit exhausted and glassy-eyed and to reminisce 
about other camps where they hadn't got lost. 

Thursday afternoon was a repeat of Tuesday with the groups 
reversed. In the evening we had a paraliturgy, organized by Mr Ric 
and were then put to s leep by Mrs Stafford. After this we wrote in 
our journals for a while and then handed them around to be 
signed. 

On behalf of the Nanga camp, thanks to all the teachers 
involved, especially Mr Redding who was the backbone of the 
camp. And a word of warning to you campers .... if you cross Mr 
Redding's path, run the other way. 

David Figliomeni 
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Heavy but we can cope 

Bush tucker 

MURRAY RIVER CAMP 
The arrival of the bus one hour late proved to be a bad omen 

for the start of our 1988 Murray River Camp. Although our 
camp wasn't all smooth sailing we had an 'unreal' time in spite 
of everything. We were able to tackle all the tasks thrown at us, 
plus much more. 

The 24km canoe trip proved to a challenge to everyone 
(especially Gavin and AJ). Canoeing through ti trees led to a 
number of capsizes which provided laughter and amusement for 
all. Overall the canoeing was fun, and gave many people the 
chance to discover their ability as canoeists. 

The camp provided everyone with the opportunity to mingle, 
which led to a number of new friendships. This togetherness has 
given us a great number of memorable times which won't every 
be forgotten. Cooking over an open fire was an achievement in 
itself, but by the end of camp we were looking forward to a 
home cooked meal. Although the rain meant we were swimming 
in our tents, it also meant we were up earlier than usual lighting 
fires to keep warm. Special thanks must go to Simon and Scott 
who proved to be the fire experts. 

The hike was the hardest task that was tackled on camp and it 
seemed to take forever. However, we did make it through with 
the help of our talented voices (Stephen), which gave us 
encouragement when we rounded the bend and discovered 
there was another steep hill to trudge up. The backpack gave us 
many difficulties as it seemed like lead and weighed heavily on 
our shoulders but we didn't care as we were having the time of 
our life. 

On behalf of the Murray River Campers, we would like to 
express our thanks to all the teachers involved - Mr Fry and his 
humour, Br Neil and his sarcasm, Miss Smithson and her 
encouragement and finally Miss Pearce and her helpful 
hints. 

"It was an unforgettable camp, and one which we will remem-
ber forever." 

Erica Foppoli, Alison Italiano 
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C A M PS 

Only another 50km to go 

MANJEDAL CAMP 
The day seemed bright and sunny until the Newmanites set 

foot at Manjedal. From then on our campsite resembled 
"Underwater World", but that didn't seem to deter most of us 
that were huddled inside inside our leaky tents. With newly-
formed activity groups we were put to the test by successfully 
completing "group-building" tasks. Some teachers were easily 
fooled, not mentioning any names, Mrs Collins! 

A mass soon followed which was led by Mr Willett, and then 
some 'self-discovery' games took us to about 10.30 p.m. but by 
then everyone just wanted to curl up in their tents and get 
some well-deserved rest. Many of had a pretty sleepless first 
night, thanks to Katie and Co. who decided to form a choir 
from about two in the morning onwards. 

Early the next morning, everyone was out and about, seeing 
how much damage the rain had done to their tents, consider-
ing we had been literally swimming in them the night before. 
Then it was off to the commando course, otherwise known as 
the suicide course. Many over-enthusiastic people gave up 
after the first ten minutes. The six foot wall was soon scrapped 
from the course as some people decided to take unexpected 
flying leaps from the top. The so-called 'safe' monkey bars pro-
ved 'fatal' as many fell to their doom into the creek. Abigail 
and Katrina became candidates for the 'Wet T-shirt' competi-
tion after they emerged from the muddy water when not being 
able to clear the one metre gap dividing the water from 
'dry' land. 

The groups were then brought together to compete against 
each other by completing activities that were done on certain 
circuits and trails found through the bushland. Some tried to 
take short cuts and they were never seen again... 

Much of Thursday was taken up with the 'leisurely stroll' that 
became 12km long. Many of us had muscles hurting that we 
didn't even know existed! Talk about self-discovery! A few 
decided to cross a paddock, but not before they were chased 
by wild horses and caught on barbed wire tences. At last we 
reached beautiful Jarrandale. That night Jarrandale had its 
highest ever recorded rainfall! Our adventures and disasters 
continued but— 

Overall the camp proved successful and with the teachers' 
guidance and organisation and the enthusiasm of the students 
we can honestly say it was a very worthwhile experience. 

But - NEVER go driving with Mr Laidman without a com-
pass, road map and a good supply of signal flares. 

NEVER get Mr Carroll to help you with your tent and 
DON'T EVER let Mr Willett tell you a joke! 

Robina Smith 

SERPENTINE CAMP 
What would a school camp be without rain, mud, leaking 

tents, two minute noodles, campfires that don't start and of 
course, more rain? Well, this year's Serpentine camp would have 
been nothing. 

With the arrival of bus loads of eager students ready to start 
setting up tents, etc. Serpentine seemed to be in for quite a bat-
tering over the next few days. Much of the first day was taken up 
with the daunting task of hitching up a tent, by most, never done 
before, and lighting fires in the rain. Our tents were given a 
thorough test that night as to how waterproof they all were, and 
most were found not to be! 

With a good night's sleep behind us (well, kind of!) except for 
three certain girls whose chatter kept some awake, we were 
ready for the much talked about activities for the day. Some of 
these included the flying fox, Bosun's chair, rope across the 
river, the electric fence and many more. These activities tried 
and enjoyed by most, took us into the late afternoon and before 
we knew it, it was 730pm and time for Captain Possum to 
watch the sun go down. 

With another night behind us, time for the long awaited log 
hike had arrived. With each group allocated to a log, we set off 
to the first of our four peaks we were to climb on our 7km hike. 
With abuse flying thick and fast, at all logs in question, the 
groups made their way up the peaks and across the river. 

If we had thought we were tired after crossing the river, wait 
till Pittman's Peak! The log had a break from abuse when it 
turned to that short man on top of the hill (or down more like, 
cliff face). But revenge was achieved by all, the logs came tum-
bling down Pittman's Peak bringing smiles to many tired 
faces. 

With the day's hike accomplished, some certain members 
thought it might be nice to start a mud fight. We all ended up 
joining in (not by choice)! After this ordeal was over, we headed 
to Serpentine Falls where we all had a VERY cold but refreshing 
swim. Many of us swam in our clothes in an attempt to remove 
the mud. It was then time for dinner and a sit around our 
campfires. 

Our last night on camp had arrived, and after a semi mass, 
and reflection time to write in journals, we all saw it fitting to say 
a last goodnight to Captain Possum. This turned out to be a little 
too loud for some people's liking (the only hiccup throughout 
the four days). Camp had drawn to an end, and as all would 
agree, it was the best held yet. Tired students headed home with 
many fond memories of Serpentine '88. 

Cathy Power and Sue Coltrona 

Getting friendly with the natives 
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Friendship 

A little comfort needed. Painted Faces 

Y4e.t," J2 
LAKE COOLOONGUP 

After a Hectic term of study, study, and again study, the 
group of students allocated to the Lake Cooloongup 
Christian Youth Site were glad for the break. Away from 
the humdrum of school life, cars, radios and television, we 
were able to step back and take a close look at ourselves. 
As we were made aware, this short week was possibly the 
last time any of us would be on a school camp, away with 
our friends, and with the opportunity to really relax and 
re-evaluate our lives. 

The two main highlights of the retreat were the mass 
and the concert. At the mass, we broke away from the 
traditional order and did it in our own way, adding our 
own brand of unique style. Special mention must be 
made of the sign of peace in which hugs became the go 
to the belting sounds of "Joy to the World" with the ever 
famous line - "Jeremiah was a Bullfrog" being attempted 
by all (thanks, Phil). 

The inaugural concert, MC'd by our very own Luke 
Garswood in his tux and sporting a Judy Dawson original 
bow-tie, was held on the last night. It was a night that will 
never be forgotten, especially by our olfactory 
systems! 
Special thanks for this must go to Ivan (Bono look- alike), 
James, Hambo and Gary for their 'contribution'. 

Other events worthy of mention were the girls' black 
attire, Bronwyn's aerobics lession, the dorm raid and sub-
sequent exile of three quarters of the campsite to the 
depths of the dark and freezing oval, Jason's indiscretion 
on the oval, and of course, the faous deadly Cooloongup 
MOZZIES who spared no-one and showed no mercy. 

A round of applause must go to Mrs "I wish I didn't 
have to leave" Rosato, Mr Phil, alias Jeremiah Bullfrog, 
Petale, Sr "Best dressed" Declan, Mrs "Bow tie designer 
extraordinaire" Dawson, and especially Br "Piano Man on 
a Guitar" Tony for putting up with us, and giving us a 
chance to take part  in a truly amazing, rewarding and cer-
tainly memorable experience -Cooloongup '88. 

Marsha Gordon 
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Just two more bites 

1 

Identity crisis? 

Who's a pretty face then? 

ARALUEN 
The camp spirit began with the breakdown of the bus radio, leav-

ing us all with a semi-silent drive up to the campsite. This omission 
was more than compensated for when we reached the camp by 
Brother Harry's cassette player and tapes. 

Through this machine, we all became well acquainted with a cer-
tain amphibian called Jeremiah whose popularity reached its peak 
during our Mass. All through the retreat there was a lot of participa-
tion. This occurred especially during the Mass and its 
preparation beforehand. 

There were conflicting opinions about the food, some people 
returning again and again for more, and so being incapable of 
finishing their first serving. 

We had six great Teachers on our camp and two members of the 
Marist Retreat Team, Maria and Brother Harry, all of whom made us 
feel welcome and comfortable during the retreat. 

The small groups and ther activities were very effective in allow-
ing people to get to know one another better and talk about 
experiences they would not have normally mentioned. The con-
fidentiality practised by the groups allowed people to drop their 
guards, and hence a relaxed atmosphere was created throughout 
the retreat. 

The enjoyment of the retreat increased - especially during the 
bush dancing, and the concert which occurred on the last 
night. 

Tim and his boyfriend' made the most noticeable contribution to 
the bush dancing competition, during which they strutted their stuff 
- much to the enjoyment of the audience. 

The most memorable part of the concert was the rendition of Rin-
dercella' by Brother Harry, the speechlessness of Nothing', Perfect 
Match', hosted by an aroused Brendon and the simultaneous action 
of the Bobsled.' 

The Araluen retreat was enjoyed by everybody, and we thank 
Brother Harry and Maria for doing such a good job. We especially 
enjoyed the cakes, returned to us by Maria and Mrs Hadley for 
whom they were intended. 

Thanks must go all students and staff alike for making Araluen 
such a success. 

Helen Madden & Penny Siavelis. 

BULLSBROOK 
The Year 12 Retreat held at Bullsbrook during June could not be ade-

quately described in a few words. So much went on throughout the dura-
tion of the camp you hardly had time to draw breath! Mr Schmidt and his 
'piggery' was extremely enlightening and inspired us to stay at 
camp. 

Perhaps the most memorable event during the retreat was the concert 
which was held on the last night. The teachers did their best to entertain 
us with their antics (they tried so hard), not to mention the various other 
acts such as the Rawhide Trio, Easy Twot, the Ozzie Toboggan Team, 
Mery and the Monotones, Girlies Gossip Corner, the Scott and Chris 
Aerobics Class, Dave & Ogg's Sideshow, Megan and Her Crippled Rap-
pers and of course Musicians Incorporated. 

The atmosphere at the retreat was just incredible and a special bond 
has grown between all of the participants in this experience. 
The saddest part was leaving. 

Thanks again to Br Michael, Mr Stalnaker, Mrs Johnson, Mrs Anstee, 
Jim, Justin and Br Terry for the care that you showed towards the 
group. 
It was truly an unforgettable time. 

Eamon Barton 
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All scrubbed up 	 Rowena and Tim 
	 Beautifully  presented 

CIO 

Zachary 

Ready for the party 
Nicola and Kath 

Michael looking 
different and Kath 

The Rush tons - Anne, David and 
Margaret 

Gay and Sue 

The Three Stooges 	 The Brown Hornets 	Raymond and Todd 	Paul, Kath, Janella, Marsha and 
Andrew 

Alan and Kylie 



Marsha Gord'i 

Visitors from Italy Mark and Verity Natalia and Tricia 

Couple of the Ball - Megan 
and Brendan 

Trust L4SJ 

Hurry up and take the picture! 

Belle and Beau -Sonja and 
Jason 

The boys sticking together 

THE SCHOOL BALL 
The stars were all out in their full glory on the 11th of July, lightin,  the night sky - the night of the 

Newman Colleqe Annual Ball. 
The Pagoda Ballroom in South Perth was aglow, with the walls covered with silver stars and on the 

tables were ornamental bottles to which were tied black, red and white balloons. The scene was set for a 
"Night of Opulence" for the guests at the ball, all belles and beaux in their own right. 

The air rang with the sound of the "Runaways" who played a fantastic array of covers. The music was 
kept pumping by a D.J. while the band took a well-earned break. 

After weeks of practice, a handful of Year 12's took to the floor to attempt a bit of "Dirty Dancing". A 
round of applause went to these daring souls. 

This year's Belle and Beau of the ball were Sonja Bentley and Jason Spiro, and the Couple of the Ball 
was Megan Lamond and Bredan Robinson. 

The flash bulbs were lit for most of the night, as those who were patient enough (and 
also those not so patient) posed in from of the camera. 

A small selection of these photographs appears on these pages. Unfortunately not 
everyone could be represented - although everyone deserved to be. 

Thanks must go to the Year 12 SRC who outdid themselves. All their behind-the-scenes 
preparations were greatly appreciated. Thanks must also go to the P.E. staff who took on 
the challenging talk of trying to instill a bit of social grace and deportment into the 
students. If the high sense of decorum displayed at the ball was any indication of their 
achievement, they performed a most commendable job. 

Looking back, one cannot help but smile when the memory  of this night pervades the  
soul - loved or hated - the '88 Newman Ball was certainly a night of opulence t 

I remember. 

Karen and Alison 
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Song of a single girl 

The overpowering Count Dracula and shivering cast 

.,F  41-  0,** 'o.. 

The Brats at their best 

The Mob (don't laugh Guys) 

T s3 AT RIE 

Mrs Hill (Bronte Holmes) with 

THEATRE RESTAURANT '88 
his year the Drama Department embarked on the largest 
duction they ever dreamed of. It was called BATS, a pro-

fessional stage play. Preparation for the performances began 
in March with auditions for parts, stage work and music, etc. 
When it came to the performances in early August, six months 
of solid work had been put in by every person who had anyth-
ing  to do with it. The number of people that were on stage was 
only one third of the total number who participated. 

Throughout the rehearsals and the performances many 
memorable things occurred, such as: 

- Dracula stepping on Mrs Hill's face pack 
- The overhwleming (??) audience participation on 
Friday's performance 

- The two Helgas, namely Mrs Anstee and Mrs 
Johnson 

- The onstage (offstage) romance of Fritz and Cza 
Cza 

- Drac and that cape 
- The notorious mob' 

Come to think of it, there was just too much that happened 
in that time. Who can every forget characters like the 
peasants/monsters, Nosher and Nasher, the Brats, and, of 
course, Cecil and his Cecilettes. 

We cannot forget all of the people that were behind the 
scenes - the stage crew, waiters/cooks, sound/lighting and all 

Brother  associated people, especially Mrs Anstee, Br Neil, Moni-
que O'Neil, Antony Spanbrook, Georgia Power, Mrs Johnson, 
Br Mike and everyone else. Thank you for the most memor-
able occasion. 

Eamon Barton 
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The two Helgas 
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Gorgeous! 

Count Dracula takes off 
Talk about the long arm of the law 

BATAVIA 
The idea started as a flash and a bang, 
Thunder rumbled through the sky. 
The castle was built, the bats were let loose, 
All within the wink of an eye. 
The atmosphere quickened, 
The tickets sold fast. 
The cooking was practised, the show rehearsed, 
It was really going to be first class. 
Opening Night approached and finally arrived. 
As patrons entered the "Castle of Doom" 
They savoured "Dracula" cuisine. 
The production electrified the room. 
The laughter and fears were left ringing, 
The hard work and rehearsals were revised 
As the terrific success was bringing 
Memories to one and all of the wonderful enterprise. 
Sharon Wisniewski 

 

The Grand Finale 	

pe* 
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Sally-Anne 

Learning to play didgeridoos 

,K3ALVMD8VRV 
CULTURAL VISIT 

"Different colour, same blood", is the saying we have taken as our motto of 
Kalumburu, the Aboriginal mission in the far north of the Kimberleys in Western 
Australia that a group of Year 11 students from Newman College visited during 
the September holidays. 

We didn't really know what to expect from the Aborigines. Would they accept 
us or totally ignore us? Not many of us had ever come into contact with 
Aborigines before. We left Perth with a feeling of anticipation, 9.15 a.m. Sunday 
the 25th and after a day in Kunnunurra we set off for our destination. 

On arrival, we were greeted enthusiastically by the children of the community 
and swamped with flowers and exuberant hugs. We were treated to a tour of the 
gardens and invited to taste the tropical fruits - some of which were unfamiliar. 
By the end of the day, however, we felt a need for our privacy and retreated to 
the "comfort" of our lodgings - an old corrugated iron school house. 

The next day we set off early to try to avoid the heat and travelling on the 
back of a truck (our main form of transport for the following week) went to see 
some ancient rock paintings. After being refreshed in one of the many 
waterholes we drove back to witness our first corroboree in which we were 
invited to take part. 

We woke up even earlier the next morning for it was the only way to avoid the 
suffocating heat that was at its peak at noon. Today's agenda was a trip out to 
see the old mission, PAGO, that was unfortunately abandoned due to lack of 
suitable water. We arrived later than planned as a result of becoming ditched in 
sand for half and hour. PAGO was right on the coast so the next stop was a visit 
to the beach. The water was incredible, blue, clear and ankle deep. We were told 
to come in as soon as the tide started to come in for the deeper water brought in 
the sharks and crocs. We didn't take much heed until we saw three sharks swim-
ming towards us. The Aboriginal children laughed at us when we started to ret-
reat to safer waters - they had no fear and proceeded to throw mud at them. It 
was strange seeing such potentially dangerous creatures so close. That evening 
another tribe put on a corroboree for us. This corroborree involved a sequence 
of costumes and weapons. One of the stories depicted their account of 
Cyclone Tracey. 

Cooling off in a water hole 

NoV 



At the NT. border 

At the beach 

Preparing for the corroboree 
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Thursday we all piled in the back of the truck and headed for Car-
son station. We missed out on a chance to round up the steers but 
we saw some real "Man From Snowy River" brumbies. The forty 
degree heat was just a little too much for us so we stopped off at 
another waterhole that actually had cold water. After a lunch of 
damper and billy tea, one of the children showed us the rocks that 
they rub together to make red ochre and we all painted ourselves. It 
was a long trip back and by that stage we were tired, hot and dusty 
but that didn't stop us from working up the energy to dance during 
the night with the little children to the music the band played for us. 
The band was made up of the older youths of the mission and they 
played "Hotel California" and "Wipeout". 

Friday was our last full day at Kalumburu and it was supposed to 
be day of rest for us, but we ended up donning our bathers and 
heading off to "high diving", which is a big tree overhanging the river 
that the kids had attached a long rope to. You stood up on the tree, 
grabbed the rope and if you could support your weight long enough, 
swing out and drop in the water below, water that held a freshwater 
and saltwater croc. Unfortunately, not all of us had enough strength 
to hold out that long, so quite a few ended up landing on the bank 
below. That evening, we spent some time with Father Anscar, the 
mission priest, who kept us laughing with his stories, his anecdotes 
and the manner in which he told them. We went to bed quite early, 
the band wasn't playing tonight because it was payday and although 
alcohol was forbidden on the mission, it was the night that a few of 
them spent drinking. 

Saturday was our final day there. It was hard to wake up and 
realise that it was time to leave. We would be leaving the way that we 
came in, and the first group was leaving at 9.30 a.m. Lorna made an 
official goodbye on our behalf, we sang a parting song and then said 
our farewells. It was a very weary and subdued group that went to 
bed early that night back in the school at Kunnunurra. 

After Sunday mass, we went for a cruise on the Ord River. Some 
of the things we saw were the Johnson river crocs, the fruit bat, the 
Sleeping Mummy rock formation and Carson Gorge, where we 
enjoyeda quick dip. That night we had a formal dinner, a roast ser-
ved  in full style in the classroom, followed by our final reflection ses-
sion. Our last day was a trip to the Northern Territory. After walking 
across the border thirteen times, we headed back, stopping off at 
Lake Argyle. On our return, we cleaned up and packed and then 
went to the airport to catch our plane home. 

It seems strange now that those exhausted travellers could learn 
so much and grow so close in a period of only nine days. 

Caroline Hayward and Katie Winterbourne 

Heading off to the rock paintings 
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The SRC get their first and 

last shot at PR work One of the more constructive Early 
Childhood lessons 

Mat with other vegies 
' f .  

Mrs Stafford - undercover agent for 
Newman KGB 

Don't even think about it! 



Spinner 
Ricciar 
done 
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WPM 

Sending clothes to Santa Teresa's 

4.  

Cooking just drives me internally BERSERK 

Veteran Rockabilly Redding 

Cecil and the 
Cecilettes 	the 
Soft Shoe 

17 seci Shuffle 



After something, Dork? 
xk- 

My squad has left me 

Barbara and Leanne or 
Leanne and Barbara? 

My office - NOW! 

7 

# r7 
Tastes the same 

as it looks 
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Blues sisters 
A 

Steady on, Neil! 

I"diceiy scored 

Woof! 
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We've got 'em licked 
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All day Hadley 
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Why is the screen blank, Mrs Crisp? 

Hair-raising 

Dracula! 

Did you have to? 
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My racquet? 

Gene Simmons 
look-a-like 

Mel and Kim 



PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP 

"ihrough the reeds at Perry Lakes", by Anna Klyne 

Superimposition, by Chris Kurtis 

Textured screen, by Anna Klyne 

"Auditioning for Toyota by Jeff Geoghegan 
"Nuclear contamination", by Justin Smith 
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Tangney Captains accepting the trophy from 
Br Terry 

- 14 
rV.. 

Showing a bit of style 

AGE CHAMPION SWIMMERS 
BACK ROW YEAR 10: Toni Reside, Justin Chidlow 
MIDDLE ROW YEAR 11: Katrina Fitzgerald, James O'Toole 
FRONT ROW YEAR 12: Kellie Reside, Greg Wheeler 

GUILD SI/VIM MIN( * * 
GUILD SWIMMING CARNIVAL 

February 25th saw the Twelfth Annual Newman Swimming Carniva l,  
and the fourth carnival conducted under the Guild system. 

There is no doubting that the Guild system is very instrumental in 
engendering a sense of sportsmanship and camaraderie within the Guild 
and indeed throughout the College. 

Congratulations to Tangney Guild for completing the "hat trick" three 
years on the trot in swimming - well done to all concerned. 

The standard of competition and level of interest in the age cham-
pionship events was evidenced by the fact that we had 'extra' swimmers 
in nearly all of these events. 

Records were broken by: 

James O'Toole 	50m Year 11 Butterfly 	28.43 
50m Year 11 Backstroke 	32.48 
50m Year 11 Freestyle 	26.70 

Eddie Moala 	 50m Year 12 Breastroke 	34.97 
Gregory Wheeler 	50m Year 12 Backstroke 	33.69 

SUm Year 12 Freestyle 	27.85 
Katrina Fitzgerald 	50m Year 11 Butterfly 	31.00 

50m Year 11 Breastroke 	36.74 
50m Year 11 Backstroke 	34.26 
50m Year 11 Freestyle 	29.15 

Congratulations on these excellent performances. 

1988 Bicentennial Age Champions are: 

Year 10 BOYS Justin Chidlow 	GIRLS Toni Reside 
Year 11 BOYS James O"Toole 	GIRLS Katrina Fitzgerald 
Year 12 BOYS Gregory Wheeler 	GIRLS Kellie Reside 

Well done to all these swimmers for their magnificent perfor-
mances throughout the day, and we wish them all the very best 
in their endeavours at the A.C.C. Swimming Carnival. 

Final Placings for the overall carnival are as follows: 

1st Tangney 	 691 6th Curtin 	 478 
2nd Salvado 	 650 7th Nicholls 	 474 
3rd Camara 	 529 8th 	Marcellin 	465 
4th Catherine 	509 9th 	Chisholm 	437 
5th Brigid 	 506 10th Bates 	 347 
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AOCIace  SWIMM I N  G 
Last year, victory by 73 points. This year, due to a concen-

trated effort by all concerned we have once again been vic-
torious by an even greater margin - 148 points. 

Ably led by Greg Wheeler and Kellie Reside our swimmers 
performed exceptionally well with some very outstanding 
achievements along the way. 

James O'Toole took two seconds off the Under 16 Boys 100 
metre Freestyle existing record, which has stood for twelve 
years. James then followed up this magnificent performance 
with another record win the Under 16 Boys 50 metre Butterfly. 
Not content to rest on these achievements James then 
established another record in the Under 16 Boys 50 metre 
Backstroke. To cap off the day on a bright note, James linked up 
to swim the final leg of the 4x50 metre, and so record another 
victory for the College. 

Not to be outdone by the boys, Katrina Fitzgerald recorded 
excellent victories in the 100 metre Freestyle. Broke the record 
set by Lisa Condelli (from Newman, three years ago) in the 
Under 16 50 metre Breastroke and then followed up with wins 
in both the Backstroke and Butterfly events. 

Katrina's fifth win for the day was in the 4 x 50 metre Frees-
tyle relay - what a fantastic effort! 

Of the ninety events contested on the day Newman College 
won thirty six, recorded thirteen seconds and fifteen third 
places. 

The boys won every relay event bar one, and here they 
finished second. 

The girls won four relay events. 
To list all performances would be an onerous task, however, 

credit must be given to outstanding individual 
achievements: 

Katrina Fitzgerald 5 wins 	1 record 
James O'Toole 4 wins 	3 records 
Frazer Hamilton 3 wins 
Kellie Reside 3 wins 
Marisa Broderick 3 wins 
Lisa Kelly 2 wins 
James Ryan 2 wins 

I would like to point out the performances of Lisa Kelly in 
particular. Since Year 9, she has never swum in her own age 
group, always up an age, and for the last two years has com-
peted in the Open Girls' division. Lisa has done all that has been 
asked of her without a groan of disapproval, and for this Lisa, 
our sincere thanks. It will be great to see her compete in her 
own age group at Opens next year! 

Once again the Newman College Cheer Squad was promi-
nent. It was fantastic to see thousands of spectators and com-
petitors sit and watch in awe as Newman started their victory 
songs on completion of the carnival. To all of those concerned 
with this performance and especially Mr Redding, a big thank 
you for the total effort. Cheerleaders and all those who actually 
operated behind the scenes, your efforts are most 
appreciated. 

In the truest sense of competition, I know that it is said that 
we compete for the sake of competition and the honour of the 
College, however, it is also great to struggle home at the end of 
the day with an arm full of trophies. We collected five in 
all. 

Final places are listed below: 
Junior Girls 
3 	Newman 116 2 John XXIII 675 
2 	John XXIII 144 1 Newman 823 
1 	Mercedes 188 Junior Boys 
Senior Girls 3 John XXIII 112 
3 	Mercedes 197 2 Mazenod 150 
2 	Santa Maria 218 1 Newman 193 
1 	Newman 242 Senior Boys 
Girls Aggregate 3 St. Marks 174 
3 	John XXIII 338 2 John XXIII 235 
2 	Newman 358 1 Newman 271 
1 	Mercedes 385 Boys Aggregate 
Combined Aggregate 3 Mazenod 315 
3 	CBC Fremantle/ 574 2 John XXIII 337 

Santa Maria 1 Newman 464 
On behalf of the P.E. Department our thanks to the staff who 

gave of their time to assist on various occasions during the train-
ing period, namely Mr Willett, Mr Carroll, Br Neil, Mrs Rosato 
and Mr Sprylan. 

A.C.C. SWIMMING SOUAD 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Tim Ryan, Stephen Lee, Craig Luxford, James O'Toole, Jarrod Field, Jeremy Hunter, 
Jason Edwards, Anthony Paini, Stewart Lowndes, Duncan Barton, Katrina Fitzgerald, Chris Angus, Greg Reilly 
THIRD ROW: David Moala, Alan Nowrojee, Jason Yujnovich, Stephen Kernutt, Gary Hodge, Cameron McDonald, 
Justin Chidlow, Lisa Kelly, Marisa Broderick, Danielle Horgan, Caren Penberthy, Daniella Van Kampen, Alison Evans 
SECOND ROW: Gary Wright, Sean Stafford, Eddie Moala, Sharon Wisniewski, Carina Bavcevich, Toni Reside, Angela Rolfe, 
Caroline Hayward, Angela Smartt, Gaynor Ott, Erica, Foppoli, Natalia Norris, Leanne Gallen 
FRONT ROW: James Ryan, Paul Haddleton, Bridget O'Sullivan, Gemma Moscardini, Sheridan Hoyne, Christiano Bradshaw, 
Kellie Reside, Greg Wheeler, Tim Gardiner, Andrew Stevens, Eddie Spadek, Danny Cooper, Jacqui Boyle 
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1st Marcellin 	1139 6th Catherine 654 
2nd Bates 	1039 7th Chisholm 846 
3rd Camara 	972 8th Nicholls 774 
4th Curtin 	940 9th Brigid 759 
5th Salvado 	934 10th Tangney 711 

AGE CHAMPIONS - The Captains for the ACC Athletics Team are 
awarded 	this 	honour for 	being successful 	in 	their 	quest for 
Champion Boy and Girl in the Year 12 Age Group. The 1988 Age 
Champions are: 
BOYS (YEAR 12) GIRLS (YEAR 12) 
1st Sean Stafford (C) 119 1st Lia Pike (C) 125 
2nd Bruce Klyne 92 2nd Lucy Peachey 109 
3rd Eamon Barton 84 3rd Janny Breen 67 
(YEAR 11) (YEAR 11) 
1st Luke Dransfield 120 1st Melanie Nunn 109 
2nd Simon Stojanovich 92 2nd Cathy Portwood 107 
3rd Jason Edwards 73 3rd Kim Gava 57 
BOYS (YEAR 10) (YEAR 10) 
1st Jason Yujonvich 111 1st Donna Blackwell 81 
2nd James Tranter 60 2nd Linda Papalia 76 
3rd David Moala 41 3rd Narelle Watts 66 
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Sean Staf ford  at the lOOm start 
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A.C.C. ATHLETICS 1988 CHAMPIONS!!! 

Narelle Watts - 
most outstanding 

athletic 

A tremendous effort saw the Newman Athletics team reap their just reward for 
energy and dedication that had been ploughed into this year's competition. The 
training was intense to say the very least but the results speak for themselves and 
the 'laurels' once more rest on the Newman Trophy shelves. In all, four of the 
possible eight trophies were won by the College, a record fourth year in a row for 
1500m. cup, the Junior Boys, the Aggregate Boys and the prestigious Overall 
Combined Aggregate Trophy. 

Last year's 75 point defeat was turned around to a 150 point win, an improve-
ment of some 225 points, and reflects strongly on the sound improvements of 
our hurdlers and relay teams. If you were lucky enough to have witnessed this 
effort, then no doubt you may recall the following scene; the U/16 Girls 1500m 
final, with lOOm to go, Narelle Watts falls behind the Mercedes competitor, 
Narelle challenges and passes, Mercedes recovers to lead again, again Narelle 
passes, Mercedes draws level, neck and neck to the line as good as a lOOm 
sprint. Grit and determination see it out and the Newman Cheer Squad erupts in 
the stands. Newman 1st, Mercedes 2nd! 

The whole day was punctuated with efforts like this. The team captains, Lia 
Pike and Sean Stafford showed by example the character befitting their role and 
they can be proud of their efforts. 

You can all be proud, and stand to be counted. You are a credit to athletics, 
yourselves and your school. Brilliant! 

B.T Redding, P.E. Dept. 
FINAL PLACINGS 
Junior Boys 	Junior Girls 
1st Newman 5151/2  1st Mercedes 
2nd 	 5th Newman 
Aranmore 	4411/2  

Senior Girls 
Senior Boys 	1st JTC 
1st Mazenod 	491 4th Newman 
2nd Newman 478 

Aggregate Boys 
1st Newman 9931/2  
2nd Mazenod 922 

Combined 
Aggregate 
1st Newman 1745 
2nd Mazenod 1595 

Aggregate Girls 
1st Mercedes9761/2  
4th Newman 7511/2  

1500m Cup 
1st Newman 
2nd Santa Maria! 
Fremantle 

Relay Cup 
1st 	Mazenod/St 
Brigid's 
2nd Newman Jay Burton high jump winner 

0, ;. 
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A.C.C. ATHLETICS SQUAD 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: N Watts, P Ryan, D McCoy, J Watts, L Papalia, K Cotton, 
K Gava, M Nunn, S Ragan, S Coltrona, K Winterbourne, C Portwood, S Partigliane, 
V Grafton, A Zotti, V Loncar, Y Robinson, C Doherty 
FOURTH ROW: Miss Pearce, K Nayda, L McMahon, F Miller, A Smartt, F Keating, 
E Barton, A Robinson, G Reilly, J Burton, S Stojanovich, D Moala, C Hodge, P Johns, 
M Posa, A Evans 
THIRD ROW: Mr Redding, N Posa, A Hyman, V Gallucio, A Paini, J Edwards, B Klyne, 
J McAullay, J Tranter, J Manolikos, T Davidson, C Headland, J Chidlow, D Bradshaw, 
C Penberthy, V Venn 
SECOND ROW: H Cooper, M Starcevich, T Rule, B Luu, S Pentony, C McDonald, 
C Newall, M Campbell, I Bannon, A Stevens, D O'Regan, S Johnson, L Peachey 
FRONT ROW: J Yujnovich, A Collins, A Nowrojee, L Dransfield, E Moala, S Stafford 
(Captain), L Pike (Captain), K Lee, M Farinosi, A Kennedy, K Fitzgerald, M Adlam, 
T Reside 
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SATURDAY MORNING NETBALL YEAR 10 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Daniela Bradshaw, 
Danielle Nordeck, Vanessa Loncar, Mandy 
Temby 
FRONT ROW: Tracy Tolland, Virginia Venn, Louise 
White 

NETBALL 1 O 
Although we lost all of our matches this year, we 

all enjoyed ourselves and played to our fullest ability 
in every match. 

Thanks to Rachel Nordeck who helped to coach 
us throughout the season. 

Daniela Bradshaw 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: 
Lisa Kelly, Katie Winterbourne, Teresa Xanthis, 
Katrina Fitzgerald 
FRONT ROW: Lia Pike, Megan Duncan, Natasha 
Posa, Eliza Zotti 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: 
Tracy Tolland, Virginia Venn, April Zotti, Carin 
Penberthy 
FRONT ROW: Lisa McMahon, Vanessa Loncar, 
Louise White 
ABSENT: Vanessa Wayne 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON NET- 
BALL YEAR 10 

Thank you to Miss Pearce for coaching our team. We 
were successful until the quarter finals, when we were 
defeated by JTC. The whole team worked together and 
most importantly we all enjoyed ourselves. 

Tracy Tolland 

YEAR 11 NETBALL 
TLZ SATURDAY MORNING 

The Year 11 C netball team managed to get 
into the grand final for the second year running, 
although unfortunately,  we were defeated (We 
thought it only fair to share our pennant!) 

The girls managed to have a really good time 
despite various problems including umpires, 

" 	venues, struggling to get a full team for each 
game (thanks to those who helped), and injuries 
caused on-court - by the same team twice! But 
we kept our cool and got on with the game, 

- didn't we, girls? 
Linda Byrne 
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A.C.C. NETBALL 
TEAM 2 *PREMIERS* 

Well, what can I say??!! It was a great year for 
these talented girls. They fought with determina-
tion and it was great to see the team spirit. Being 
a team of both year 11's and 12's everyone con-
tributed with their best ability. We blitzed the 
whole season with no losses and managed to 
enjoy ourselves immensely. Winning the grand 
final, we ended up a number one netball team. 
Special thanks to Mrs Milner for her worthwhile 
support throughout the season. 

Well done girls!!! 
Kristy Lee 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Marisa Broderick, Lisa 
Kelly, Katie Winterbourne 
FRONT ROW: Megan Duncan, Lia Pike, Natasha 
Posa, Eliza Zotti 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: 
Elenea Stilian, Emma Mann, 
Karen Duffy, Marissa Borderick, 
Sue Partigliani 
FRONT ROW: Kristy Lee, 
Marnie East, Leah Sertorio, 
Jane Rose 

1 
COCA COLA NETBALL TEAM 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Paula DiLanzo, Simone Smith, 
Barbara Schnabel, Susan Radici 
FRONT ROW: Marne Adlam, Maree DeLeo, Sue Coltrona, 
Caroline Hayward 

A.C.C. NETBALL NO 3 TEAM 
This year has been a very successful one with us reaching the grand final. 

Unfortunately our compassionate natures couldn't allow us to beat All Saints' 
and we surrendered gracefully to defeat. Throughout the season the spirit of 
sportsmanship was enhanced by the fabulous get together at the end of 
each match. 

Katie Klimaszewska 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON 
NETBALL A2 *PREMIERS* 

What a great year we had, undefeated all season. A special mention must go 
to Alison for her acrobatics on court, Rebecca for her quick carpark escape 
routes, and to All Saints' - the Fashion Award. We found that self defence was a 
must when playing Northbridge. All players gave a great performance, thanks to 
all who participated. 

Lucy Peachey 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Natalia Norris, Karen Kraft, Jenni Miotti, 
Lucy Peachey 
FRONT ROW: Alison Moyle, Shannon Lally, Rebecca Carpenter, 
Anne Rushton, Kirsty Cranley 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON NETBALL 
It was a great season for all the girls, and we had a lot of laughs and fun. 

Besides a few minor 'health ' problems, the team performed well 
throughout the season. 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Celena King, Mia Farinosi, Sonja Bentley, 
Simone Smith 
FRONT ROW: Natasha Posa, Marnie East, Paula Dilanzo, 
Sheridan Floyne, Megan Lamond 



BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Jeremy Hunter, Mark Starcevich, Dene Figliomini, Mark Posa, Justin 
Manolikos, David Moala, Danny Green 
MIDDLE ROW: Tim Ryan, Matthew Applebee, Jarrod Chapman, Corey Johnson, Tim Mon-
khouse, Joshua Foley, Christopher Newell, Christopher Headland, Andrew Posa 
FRONT ROW: Justin Chidlow, Andrew Senz, Christian Vanderwilk, Ryan Low, Tony Davidson, 
Paul Johns, James Rickard, Gary Hodge 

cc FOOTBALL 
YEAR 10 FOOTBALL 

This year's year 10 football 
team proved to be the most suc-
cessful for a number of years. 

In the A.C.C. competition we 
were unbeaten in our six matches; 
winning consistently by 10 goals 
or more. 

The C.I.G. competition proved 
to be a successful one for us, win-
ning our Claremont section, but 
then losing in the Claremont zone 
final, in very unlucky circumstan-
ces, by three points to 
Christchurch. 

On behalf of the team, thanks 
must go to Mr Willett our A.C.C. 
coach, and Mr Green our C.I.G. 
coach, who together blended us 
into a powerful and effective 
unit. 

Justin Manolikos 
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1st XVIII FOOTBALL 
This year's A.C.C. football 

did reasonably well, show-
ing a lot of potential. Unfor-
tunately much of the 
workload fell on the 
shoulders of a few, but able 
assistance was forthcoming 
from most of the field. 

Thanks must be forwar-
ded to Mr Aldous for his 
keen support and coach-
ing. 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Jay Burton, Quentin Leach, Martin Fisher, Sean Stafford, 
Phil Davidson 
3RD ROW: Dean O'Rourke, Darren Gascoigne, Greg Wheeler,Tim Gardiner, Jason Gray, 
Greg Reilly, Gary Hodge, Tony Davidson 
2ND ROW: Gavin Bicknell, Ivan Bannon, Tim Woodard, Jarrod O'Neil, Greg Willison, 
Cameron Senz, Matt McGinniss, Mr Aldous 
FRONT ROW: Paul Starcevich, Paul Watts, David Johns, Ben Bucat, Jason Spiro, 
Chris Angus, Coleen Carter (Manager), Danny O'Regan 



Possibly the biggest ever gathering of 
Catholic Schools contested the 1988 
Championships at the Clontarf Course in 
Bentley. Some thirty-two schools from as 
far afield as Bunbury and New Norcia 
took part, and most races saw a field of 
180 athletes mass for the start. There 
were thrills and spills, high spirits and 
dejection, by above all keen, fair 
competition. 

The Senior School athletes acquitted 
themselves superbly amongst such tough 
opposition, and we can all be really proud 
of the manner in which they represented 
us Results are as follows: 
Boys U.15 Girls U.15 
Saul Dransfield 2nd 	Narelle Watts 
Shane Pentony 8th 
Mark 
Starcevich 14th 	U.16 

Donna U.16 Blackwell 	31st Justin Kelsev Cotton 	38th Manolikos 10th 	A gela Smartt 	70th Jeremy Hunter 15th  
Benjamin OPEN  
O'Donnell 68th 	Katrina 

Fitzgerald 	3rd OPEN 
Andrew Collins 

 Susan Coltrona 	8th
Abigail 1st 

Adam Kennedy 	20th 
 Robinson 13th 

Paul Starcevich 14th 

BOYS 1ST NEWMAN COLLEGE 	228 
AGGREGATE: 

2ND 	BUNBURY 	CATHOLIC 
COLLEGE 

GIRLS 
AGGREGATE 5TH NEWMAN COLLEGE 353 
COMBINED 
AGGREGATE 1ST FREMANTLE/SMC 	505 

2ND NEWMAN COLLEGE 581 
3RD 	BUNBURY 	CATHOLIC 
COLLEGE 	 597 

B REDDING, P. E. DEPT 

GIRLS' SOFTBALL 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Sean Stafford, Chris Carroll, 
Simon Stojanovic, Matthey Connell 
FRONT ROW: Andrew McAullay, Chris Kelly, Philip Muir, 
Nathan Barbarich 

COCA COLA BASKETBALL 
A late inclusion in the Statewide School's Competition saw 

Newman College enjoy immediate success by defeating hot 
favourites Kent St High School by fifteen points. From then on 
the Newman Basketball machine began rolling with victories 
against Kewdale and Scarborough. The Newman boys then 
entered the semi final against Willetton Senior High School. To 
be in the top four out of 163 schools was a great achievement, 
but, alas, the wheels of the Newman Machine fell off in the 
dying minutes of the game to see Willetton go on and become 
eventual champions. 

I'd like to congratulate all team members on their perfor-
mance and especially thank Br Terry for his guidance and 
leadership. 

Christopher Carroll 

A.C.C. CROSS COUNTRY 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Mark Cummings, Justin Manolikos, James Rickard, David 
Moala, James Tranter, Gary Hodge, Shane Pentony, Brendon Richards, Mark Starcevich, 
Denis Murphy, Matthey Connell, Luke Dransfield 
THIRD ROW: Vanessa Grafton, Toni Reside, Alexandra Hill, Katrina Fitzgerald, Melanie 
Nunn, Caroline Hayward, Karen Duffy, Lisa Kelly, Katie Winterbourne, Daniella Bradshaw, 
Susana Ragan, Susanne Coltrona 
SECOND ROW: Jeremy Hunter, Lia Pike, Martin Fisher, Paul Starcevich, Andrew Stevens, 
David Johns, Andrew Collins, Tony Martin, Greg Reilly 
FRONT ROW: Ross Sardo-Inferri, Jenny Watts, Kristian Jamieson, Linda Moyle, Narelle 
Watts, Angela Smartt, Kelsey Cotton, Greg Wheeler, James O'Toole 

A.C.C. GIRLS' SOFTBALL 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Melanie Nunn, Fiona Rapinese, 
Belinda Goldsmith, Sharon Wisneiwski, Kylie Green, 
Rachel Johnson 
FRONT ROW: Sue-Ellen Luscombe, Melissa Robertson, 
Robina Smith, Susana Ragan, Sharon Johnson. 

CROSS COUNTRY 1988 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Daniel Daley, Mark Cummins, David 
Mark Sissini 
FRONT ROW: Mark O'Brien, Tony Ong, Matthew Buckels, Steph 
Chris Hawke, Mr Doherty 

A.C.C. SENIOR 
SOCCER 

This was a very successful year completed 
by a very youthful, able team. 

After returning from a tour of Wembley 
Downs the team came together strongly to 
lose only two games. the competent forward 
line of Haber, Moala and Rule was ably bac-
ked by the pure strength of the likes of 
Spadek, Callan and Wright. Clement Fong 
was strong in goals and the excellent skills of 
Andrew Collins was a great asset. 

Overall it was a great team effort excellen-
tly coached by Mr Murray. 

Good luck in the future to all players. 
E. Moala 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Gary Wright, Edward Moala, Gavin Bicknell, 
Steven Rule, Edward Spadek 
MIDDLE ROW: Clement Fong, Stuart Miller, Andrew Collins, Mark Zammit, 
Paul Haber 
FRONT ROW: Gavan Corish, Gerald Field, Duncan Webb, Peter Arkell 



SQUi4S44 
A.C.C. GIRLS SQUASH 

The girls' A.C.C. squash team consisted of a bunch of year 
11 girls who were better at "Squish" than "squash" and would 
have easily come first in the socialising bit held after each 
match, rather than the games themselves. We did actually 
manage to win one match - with style, and then only score a 
few points against the other teams. Mrs Versluis, however, was 
proud of us (wasn't she?), and we had a lot of fun. 

Linda Byrne 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Suyin Chan, Erica Foppoli, Mon-
ika Majewska 
FRONT ROW: Linda Byrne, Rachel Kilbane, Joanne 
Cullinane 

A.C.C. BOYS SQUASH REPORT 
We started off well with a 6 - 0 win, but our success slowly 

deteriorated as the season progressed. Outstanding perfor-
mances such as those by Damien Schwarzback, who played 
barefoot; Stephen Tangney, who managed to stay on the court 
longer than anyone else; the courageous efforts of our vice 
captain Shane Leighton; and the great play by our No 1., the 
only female in the entire male competition, made our Tuesday 
afternoons rather interesting. 

Coleen Carter YEAR 11 GIRLS' SQUASH 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Suyin Chan, Erica Foppoli, 
Monika Majewska 
FRONT ROW: Lynda Byrne, Rachel Kilbane, Joanne 
Cullinane 
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BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Garth Kahair, Justin Hardiman, Troy Boekeman, Jason Leach, 
Brendon Richards 
FRONT ROW: Brian Smith, Damian Schwarzbach, Stephen Tangney, Coleen Carter, 
Shane Leighton 

Loom 



VOLLEYBALL 
A.C.C. SENIOR GIRLS-)  

VOLLEYBALL - 
CHAMPIONS 

The girls displayed a high degree of skill and rarely 
were in danger of defeat at any time. Thanks go to all 
players concerned and especially to the girls prepared 
to fill in when necessary. 

T Phelan - Coach 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Kali Strahan, Sarah 
Asphar, Helen Eddy, Ciara Tyson 
FRONT ROW: Kellie Reside, Toni Reside, Gemma 
Tognini, Kim Gava 

+ 

77~ YEAR 10 A.C.C. 
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BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
We had a fine year this year in the 

	

- 	A.C.C. Volley ball but unfortunately 

	

; 	we did not make the finals. We must 
congratulate a fine player. Shane Pen  -
tony, who won fairest and best. A spe-
cial thanks to Simon Boy/en and Tim 
Ryan for a great effort throughout the 
year. Thanks to the team and 
coach. 

Simon Boy/en and Tim Ryan 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Tim Ryan, Paul Johns, Shane Pentony, Andrew Mulder, 
Simon Boylen 
FRONT ROW: Chris Kahler, Cameron McDonald, Julian Staltari, James Tranter, Jason 
Yujnovich 

A.C.C. SENIOR BOYS'
VOLLEYBALL 
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ter an excellent win to begin the season. the 	 'Z 	 . t 	• 	 .... 	... LLL 
ys suffered from a degree of over con 	 ;: •A.* 	 r 
ence which led to two losses (St Stephen's 
d Aranmore) after having been ahead by 	 4 

o sets in each of the games. It was a good 	 .. 	 .. 	 ' 	 , 	 ... 

perience in that it taught the team members 
fight when in front.  

A very enjoyable season was had by all 
-inks to the positive encouragement and 	j 
termined effort by Mr Ricciardone 

J Ricci a rdo ne - Coach  

4t 	 ,9: 	 0 

BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Paul Maslen, Danny Cooper, Moreno Berti 
FRONT ROW: Nathan Barbarich, Justin Hampton, Sean Stafford, Joe Brodalka 
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BACK ROW FROM FROM LEFT: James Flaherty, Stuart Monkhouse, Peter McDonald, 
Todd Venning, Chris Preedy, James Mercer 
MIDDLE ROW: Bruce Klyne, Jason Edwards, Adrian DiLello, Stuart Lowndes, Mr Carrol (Coach) 
FRONT ROW: James Ryan, Paul Haddleton, Gavin Low, Tony Martin, Andrew Stevens, 
Richard Stegna 

BACK ROW FROM LEFF: Nicole Price Janine 
1-4 

Cruickshank 

MIDDLE ROW: Diane Airey, Catherine Pegrurn  
Vanessa Grafton, Jenny Cochran, Estelle Bannon 
FRONT ROW: Sarah Phillips (Captain), Marcella Fragapane, 
Jane Tredget, Katherine Webster, Joanne Davidson 
Absent: Karen Wishart 

A.C.C. GIRLS' 
HOCKEY 

A record of three wins and one loss makes up 
the bare statistics for the winter hockey encounters 
of the Newman team in the northern cluster of 
A.C.C. schools. The team, however, was a true 
cross section of the students across the three years 
and brought together a variety of talent and 
enthusiasm. Up forward we were ably led by Sarah 
Phillips and Nicole Price, whilst centre half Karen 
Wishart was rarely passed in defence. The 
experience of goalie Dianne Airey ensured ver. 
meagre success for the opposition's scoring 
attempts. All in all, an enjoyable season eth the 
promise of better things to come 

Br Terence - Coach 

YEAR 10 BOYS' 
A.C.C. HOCKEY 

UNBEATABLE! That is the label given to this skilful and 
athletic team. Opposing teams were no match for the 
awesome goalscoring ability of team captain Ryan Sudano 
and the agile ball-handling of vice-captain Tim Ryan. Both 
players topped the goalscoring table and the whole team 
worked together like clockwork. They will be a force to con-
tend with in future years. 

One of their victories was a 13-1 thrashing of their amazed 
opponents. Said Ryan Sudarno after the match, "We let them 
score that one goal so they wouldn't be totally disappointed". 
Bully for you Ryan. 

P Petale - Coach 

A.C.C. 
BOYS' 

HOCKEY 
The senior hockey team 

played well all season to 
remain 	undefeated, 
although a draw against 
Aranmore nearly proved 
fatal. In the last game of 
the normal season, a huge 
win saw the team advance 
to the zone finals through 
having scored one goal 
more than Aranmore dur-
ing the season. The final 
against CBC Fremantle on 
Astroturf was a game of 
exceptionally high stan-
dard played by two highly 
skilled teams. Through 
hard work and dedication 
Newman overcame a one 
goal deficit at half time to 
take a 3-1 lead, which they 
defended for the final 15 
minutes of the game. 

My thanks go to all the 
players who have made 
my job easy, and con-
gratulations to all for the 
way in which all games 
were played. 

P Carroll - Coach 



STUDENTS vs OLD BOYS EXHIBITION 
CRICKET MATCH SEPTEMBER 25TH 

1st XI 
In the 1st XI match against Marist/Newman Old 

Boy's Cricket Club on September 25th, MNOB elec-
ted to bat. The 1st XI side got off to an excellent start 
taking early wickets. The best bowling performance 
was from Gary Wright who took four wickets. Stuart 
Millar and Chris Preedy dominated the fielding 
collecting two catches each. MNOB was dismissed 
after making only 85 runs. The Newman 1st XI had a 
reasonable start in the second innings, but ex State 
Squad member and old boy, Greg Colgan had a 
devastating effect on the batting. Anthony Applebee 
was the only player to feature, contributing 23 runs.

- This short  but fine innings coupled with a good bowl- 
ing performance earned him the title of best player 
for the day. The Newman 1st XI was only able to 
make 55 runs, 31 short of victory. The day was a 
terrific success, and it is hoped this day will become 
an annual event in future years. 

1rinr smith f(rirt let Vfl 

1ST XI CRICKET 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Richard Stegena, 
Matthew McGinniss, Anthony Applebee, 
Bern Willett, Chris Preedy, John Worth (Old 
playing for Damian Schwarzbach) 
FRONT ROW: Jason Newall, Stewart Miller, 
Brian Smith, Danny O'Regan, Gary Wright 

boy 

STUDENTS vs OLD BOYS EXHIBITION 
CRICKET MATCH, SEPTEMBER 25TH 

2ND XI 
The match was dominated by the Marist/Newman 

Old Boys with strong batting performances which the 
2nd XI found difficult to contain. Rick Toovey from 
MNOB made 40n.o., contributing to our total of 185. 
Consistent bowling from Richard Geoghegan was 
recognised. The 2nd XI side struggled with the bat 
only managing 23 and 7/70 against a blistering pace 
attack. 48 not out from Michael Pforr of Year 11 was 
a noteworthy performance. 

Brian Smith 

2ND XI CRICKET 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Duncan Barton, 
Michael Pforr, Angelo Vocisano, Bernard Willett, 
Anthony Sarnes, David Figliomeni, 
Adrian Arundell 
FRONT ROW: Travis Dunn, Peter White, 
Richard Geoghegan, Duncan Webb, 
Byron Williams 

:BD OWL11llc 
TEN PIN BOWLING 

Out of the seven games contested, three were won, two by 
forfeit. All the team members participated at their best 
level, but the other competitors had an advantage as 
other schools practised every week. 

Jason Harrison (Manager) 

YEAR 10 TEN PIN BOWLING 
BACK ROW FROM LEFT: Martin Firth, Jason 
Harrison (MANAGER), Jeff Geoghegan 
FRONT ROW: Melissa Johnson, David Clarke, 
Kristian Jamieson 



Still waiting for work.... 

Hard at work.... 

ebttortal 

Waiting for work.... 

BACK ROW L - R: Duncan Barton, Michael 
Chin, Marsha Gordon, Peter Arkell 
MIDDLE ROW: Chris Angus, Natalia Norris, 
Mia Farinosi, Jane Tredger, Anne Klyne 
FRONT ROW: Denise Hangchi, Robina 
Smith, David Figliomeni, Mrs Parker, Larisa 
O'Donnel, Natalie Carter 
NB: Eamon Barton's legs!! 
ABSENT: Monika Majewska, Paula Di Lanzo 

Larisa: Well, Dave, it's that time of year 
again. Somehow, by hook or by crook, we 
have to fill up our allotted space. 

Not an easy task, this, especially as it pro-
bably won't be believed anyway. 

Like our predecessors, we started out stint 
as editors, with dreams and goals. We were 
determined to make this year's magazine the 
BEST EVER. As always, the dream fell 
somewhat short of reality. However, our 
"illustrious" (?) magazine committee did 
work as a team, and we had Mrs Parker and 
Marsha with their not inconsiderable 
experience to back us up. 

And, like all the magazine committees 
before us, we started out the year causally, 
imagining, somewhat vaguely, that somehow 
the yearbook would arrange itself. 

Then, before we knew it, Mrs Parker was 
beginning to show signs of wear and tear 
and there was a strange glint in her eye as 
she smiled and said, oh so sweetly, "I want 
this done yesterday." And Dave and I 
staggered away with an armful of reports 
and photos to prepare. Well, almost an arm-
ful. OK, OK, not quite! Over to you, 
Dave.... 

....zzzzzz Umm, Dave? Dave?! DAVID!!! - 

Get lost! I'm sleeping! Wake me up in an 
hour, OK? Yeah, sure, Dave. It's not as if I 
mind doing all the writing or anything! As 
you are no doubt aware by now, Dave finds 
his job (which he does soo well!) enlivening 
in the extreme! In fact, Dave seems to have 
slept his way through most of the year. 
Quick, Dave! Look out,! Here comes Mrs 
Parker with her gun! 

DAVE: The job this year as editor was 
exciting as well as dangerous! Besides being 
promised a holiday in the Hawaiians and a 
new Ferrari and a new yacht, the rewards 
were enormous. 

The first half of the year went by 
unnoticed because of my hibernation. The 
second half was full of work, work, work and 
work. The hardest part was getting stories 
from people .... not naming anyone... Sue. But 
all in all, it was great fun. 

LARISA: I second that. Thanks again to 
all the people who helped to make this 
year's magazine what it is - for better or for 
worse! In fact, we enjoyed it so much, we 
won't even complain about the people who 
were members only in name. We enjoyed it 
so much we'd love to do it again next year - 

but we wouldn't want to deprive anyone of 
the experience. Well, that's all folks! 

LARISA O'DONNELL & 
DAVID FIGLIOMENI 

V 

Where do we start?! 

Mrs Parker uses some gentle 
persuasion.... 

Mrs Parker, Worn down to a 
bone, supervising the editors. 

Owls 



ROLL CALL 1988 
ADLAM, Marni, (11), CHISHOLM 
AGNELLO, Melissa, (12), BATES 
AIREY, Dianne, (12), CHISHOLM 
AITKEN, Brendon, (10), BRIGID 
ALLEN, Bradley, (12), CATHERINE 
ALLEN, Janine, (10), CATHERINE 
ALLEN, Stephen, (10), BRIGID 
AMOROSO, Anna, (11), NICHOLLS 
ANDERTON, Mark, (12), BATES 
ANDERTON, Stephanie, (10), BATES 
ANDREWS, Simone, (10), CURTIN 
ANGUS, Christopher, (12), BRIGID 
ANTONETTI, Michael, (10), CHISHOLM 
APPELBEE, Anthony. (12). CAMARA 
APPELBEE, Matthew, (10), CAMARA 
ARGYROPOULOS, Maria, (12), BRIGID 
ARKELL Peter, (11), TANGNEY 
ARUNDELL Adrian, (11), MARCELLIN 
ASIC, Alicia, (10), CAMARA 
ASPHAR, Nicole, (12), TANGNEY 
ASPHAR, Sarah, (11), TANGNEY 
ATKINS, Glen, (11), BATES 
ATKINSON, Kathleen, (12), MARCELLIN 
ATKINSON, Paul, (12), NICHOLLS 
BANK, Paul, (12), SALVADO 
BANK, Richard, (10), SALVADO 
BANNON, Estelle, (10), NICHOLLS 
BANNON, Ivan, (12), NICHOLLS 
BARBARICH, Nathan, (11), MARCELLIN 
BARBETTI, Jason, (11), MARCELLIN 
BARTEL, Kate, (10), CHISHOLM 
BARTON, Duncan, (11), TANGNEY 
BARTON, Eamon, (12), SALVADO 
BAVCEVICH, Karma, (10), BRIGID 
BENNETTS, Jacqueline, (10), MARCELLIN 
BENTLEY, Sonja, (12), CATHERINE 
BERMINGHAM, Kerrilee, (12), CATHERINE 
BERTI, Moreno, (12), CURTIN 
BEVACQUA, Anita, (11), TANGNEY 
BICKNELL Gavin, (12), TANGNEY 
BIRDS, Simon, (11), CURTIN 
BLACKWELL, Donna, (10), BATES 
BLYTHE, Jason, (10), TANGNEY 
BOEKEMAN, Troy, (11), CHISHOLM 
BOHDAN, Catherine, (11), CHISHOLM 
BOHDAN, Natalie, (10), CHISHOLM 
BOSENBERG, Simone, (10), BATES 
BOTT, Glenn, (12), BRIGID 
BOYLE, Jacqueline, (12), BRIGID 
BOYLEN, Simon, (10), CHISHOLM 
BRADSHAW, Cristiano, (12), TANGNEY 
BRADSHAW, Daniela, (10), TANGNEY 
BREEN, Jennifer, (12), CURTIN 
BRENNAN, Jamie, (12), TANGNEY 
BRiSTOW-STAGG, Jamie, (10), MARCELLIN 
BRODALKA, Joseph, (12), MARCELLIN 
BRODERICK, Marisa, (11), CURTIN 
BUCAT, Benjamin, (12), BRIGID 
BUCKELS, Matthew, (10), CHISHOLM 
BUCKELS, Mark, (11), TANGNEY 
BURKE, Samantha, (10), CATHERINE 
BURTON, Jay, (11), BATES 
BYRNE, Conor, (12), CURTIN 
BYRNE, Lynda, (11), CHISHOLM 
CAHiLL Cathy, (12), MARCELLIN 
CALLAN, Arthur, (12), MARCELLIN 
CALLAN, Michelle, (11), MARCELLIN 
CAMPBELL, Murray, (10), MARCELLIN 
CANTONI, Michael, (11), NICHOLLS 
CAPOLINGUA, Mark, (11), SALVADO 
CARBONI, Todd, (11), MARCELLIN 
CARLILE, Tanya, (11), BATES 
CARPENTER, Rebecca, (12), NICHOLLS 
CARR, Emma, (12), SALVADO 
CARROCCI, Joseph, (11), BATES 
CARROLL, Christopher, (11), MARCELLIN 
CARTER, Coleen, (12), CHISHOLM 
CARTER, Natalie, (11), BATES 
CARTY, Adam, (10), NICHOLLS 
CHAN, Suyin, (11), TANGNEY 
CHAPMAN, Jarrod, (10), SALVADO 
CHENEY, Andrew, (12), CATHERINE 
CHENEY, Sarah, (10), CATHERINE 
CHIDLOW, Justin, (10), CURTIN 
CHIN, Michael, (12), MARCELLIN 
CHONG, Tony, (10), BRIGID 
CLAPP, David, (11), NICHOLLS 
CLARKE, David, (10), BATES 
CLOCHERTY, Elaine, (12), BATES 
COCHRAN, Jenny, (10), SALVADO 
COLLINS, Andrew, (12), CATHERINE 
COLTRONA, Susanne, (11), CATHERINE 
CONDELLI, Raymond, (11), TANGNEY 
CONDIDORIO, Domenic, (10), CURTIN 
CONNELL Matthew, (11), TANGNEY 
CONNOLLY, Darryn, (12), BATES 
CONNOLLY, Kristie, (11), BATES 
COOKE, Christopher, (11), BRIGID 
COOK, Jeremy, (11), NICHOLLS 
COOPER, Daniel, (12), CURTIN 
COOPER, Holly, (10), CURTIN 
CORICA, Cristina, (10), BATES 
CORICA, Valeria, (11), BATES 
CORISH, Gavan, (11), NICHOLLS 
CORRY, Carole, (10), MARCELLIN 
COTTON, Kelsey, (10), CURTIN 
COX, Simon, (11), TANGNEY 
CRAFT, Ashley, (10), NICHOLLS  

CRAFT, Karen, (12), NICHOLLS 
CRAIG, Denise, (12), CHISHOLM 
CRANLEY, Kirsty, (12), CURTIN 
CRANNIGAN, Libby, )ii) MARCELLIN 
CROGAN, Sandra, (11), MARCELLIN 
CROSWELL Megan, (10), TANGNEY 
CROXFORD, Damian, (10), TANGNEY 
CRUICKSHANK, Gillian, (11), CURTIN 
CRUTCHER, Jodie, (11), MARCELLIN 
CULLINANE, Joanne, (11), CAMARA 
CUMMINGS, Joanne, (12), CATHERINE 
CUMMINS, James, (10), CURTIN 
CUMMINS, Stuart, (10), CATHERINE 
CUNNEEN, Sean, (10), NICHOLLS 
CURTAIN, Sally, (10), SALVADO 
CURTIS, Saskia, (12), TANGNEY 
DALEY, Daniel, (10), CHISHOLM 
DANIELE, Tins, (10), CHISHOLM 
DARCH, Lauren, (11), NICHOLLS 
DAUZACKER, Erico, (10), SALVADO 
DAVIDSON, Peter, (11), TANGNEY 
DAVIDSON, Anthony, (10), BRIGID 
DAVIDSON, Joanne, (10), NICHOLLS 
DAVIDSON, Phillip, (12), BRIGID 
DAVIES, Daniel, (11), BATES 
DAVIES, Christopher, (12), CURTIN 
DAVIES, Renae, (10), CATHERINE 
DAWS, Susan, (12), CAMARA 
DE LEO, Maree, (11), BRIGID 
BE MAMIEL Clayton, (10), MARCELLIN 
DE MAMIEL Shane, (12), MARCELLIN 
DE STUMBERG, Matthew, (11), BATES 
DE VRIES, Lynda, (10), NICHOLLS 
DI LANZO, Paula, (12), MARCELLIN 
Dl LELLO, Adrian, (11), MARCELLIN 
DOHERTY, Catherine, (10), NICHOLLS 
DONATTI,Eliza, (11), BRIGID 
DRANSFIELD, Luke, (11), MARCELLIN 
DUFFY, Karen, (11), CHISHOLM 
DUFFY, Tammy, (11), NICHOLLS 
DUNCAN, Megan, (12), CURTIN 
DUNN, Travis, (11), NICHOLLS 
DWYER, Dale, (10), NICHOLLS 
EAST, Marnie, (12), NICHOLLS 
EAVES, Claire, (10), CAMARA 
EDDY, Elizabeth, (11), CHISHOLM 
EDWARDS,Gareth, (11), BATES 
EDWARDS, Jason, (11), CATHERINE 
ELLIOT, John, (12), NICHOLLS 
ELLIOTT, Bradford, (11), CATHERINE 
ESPOSITO, Elena, (11), NICHOLLS 
EVANGELISTA, Carl, (11), CATHERINE 
EVANS, Alison, (10). MARCELLIN 
FALLON, Leon, (11), CATHERINE 
FARINOSI, Mia, (12), CATHERINE 
FARMER, Carl, (10), MARCELLIN 
EARRELLY, Langdon, (10), SALVADO 
FIELD, Gerard, (11), MARCELLIN 
FIGLIOMENI, David, (11), TANGNEY 
FIGLIOMENI, Dene. (10), CHISHOLM 
FIGLIOMENI, Jodie, (11), CHISHOLM 
FINN, Corneilus, (12), BATES 
FINN, Aldan, (11), BATES 
FINN, Maria, (10), BATES 
FIORE, Rebecca, (10), BRIGID 
FIRTH, Adam, (12), BATES 
FIRTH, Martin, (10), TANGNEY 
FISHER, Joel, (10), CATHERINE 
FISHER, Martin, (12), CATHERINE 
FITZGERALD, Katrina, (11), CATHERINE 
FLAHERTY, Andrew, (10), BATES 
FLAHERTY, James, (11), BATES 
FLETCHER, Ian, (11), BRIGID 
FLYNN, Una, (11), BATES 
FOLEY, Joshua, (10), TANGNEY 
FONG, Clement, (12), BRIGID 
FOPPOLI, Erica, (11), TANGNEY 
FORD, Christian, (12), NICHOLLS 
FRAGAPANE, Marcela, (11), BRIGID 
FRANCONI, Catherine, (11), TANGNEY 
FRANKLYN, Maryanne, (11), TANGNEY 
FREDIANI, Peter, (12), SALVADO 
FRISINA, Anthony, (10), SALVADO 
GALLAGHER, Nathan, (12), SALVADO 
GALLEN, Leanne, (12), BRIGID 
GALLUCCIO, Vincent, (11), CHISHOLM 
GARDINER, Timothy, (12), BRIGID 
GARSW000, Luke, (12), SALVADO 
GASCOIGNE, Darren, (11), BRIGID 
GASSON, Todd, (10), TANGNEY 
GAVA, Kim, (11), MARCELLIN 
GAVA, Peta, (10), MARCELLIN 
GAZIA, Rachel, (11), CURTIN 
GELLE, Annette, (11), NICHOLLS 
GEOGHEGAN, Merton, (10), CAMARA 
GEOGHEGAN, Richard, (11), CAMARA 
GIAGTZIS, Helen, (11), CURTIN 
GIBBONS, IsaIeyarna, (11), MARCELLIN 
GIBBONS, Leilani, (10), MARCELLIN 
GIBSON, Mark, (12), NICHOLLS 
GLADWELL, Jennifer, (12), CURTIN 
GLADWELL Linda, (11), CURTIN 
GLAMUZINA, Sonya, (12), SALVADO 
GODDARD, Matthew, (10), CHISHOLM 
GOLDSMITH, Belinda, (11), NICHOLLS 
GORDON, Marsha, (12), CAMARA 
GRAFTON, Vanessa, (10), MARCELLIN 
GRAY, Jason, (12), CAMARA  

GREAVES, Janine, (10), CURTIN 
GREEN, Daniel, (10), TANGNEY 
GREEN, Kylie, (11), NICHOLLS 
GRUSZK,A, Renata, (10), CHISHOLM 
GUTTRIDGE, Mark, (10), CATHERINE 
HABER, Paul, (12), TANGNEY 
HADDLETON, Paul, (12), MARCELLIN 
HAMILTON, Bronwyn, (12), NICHOLLS 
HAMILTON, Fraser, (11), NICHOLLS 
HAMPTON, Justin, (12), MARCELLIN 
HANGCHI, Denise, (11), NICHOLLS 
HANLON, Mathew, (11), BATES 
HARDIMAN, Justin, (11), SALVADO 
HARRIS, Michelle, (11), BATES 
HARRISON, Brett, (10), NICHOLLS 
HARRISON, Jason, (10), CATHERINE 
HARRISON, Michelle, (10), NICHOLLS 
HARROLD, Troy, (10), CHISHOLM 
HARTZELL, Mark, (10), BATES 
HATZISTAVRIDI, Donna, (10), CATHERINE 
HAWKE, Christopher, (10), NICHOLLS 
HAWKE, Simon, (10), TANGNEY 
HAYWARD, Caroline, (11), BRIGID 
HAYWARD, Robert, (12), BRIGID 
HEADLAND, Christopher, (10), CAMARA 
HEALY, Jane, (11), CURTIN 
HEALY, Sean, (10), MARCELLIN 
HEALY, Timothy, (10), NICHOLLS 
HEMPSELL, Matthew, (12), BRIGID 
HENRYON, Lisa, (12), MARCELLIN 
HERD, Shannon, (11), BATES 
HERRING, Wayne, (11), CURTIN 
HICKEY, Luke, (10), NICHOLLS 
HILL Alexandra, (11), SALVADO 
HILL Michelle, (10), SALVADO 
HINKLEY, Scott, (11), BRIGID 
HIRST, Natasha, (11), SALVADO 
HODGE, Gary, (10), CHISHOLM 
HOEY, Megan, (12), BATES 
HOLMES, Bronte, (10), TANGNEY 
HOSKEN, Ellesha, (10), NICHOLLS 
HOYNE, Sheridan, (12), SALVADO 
HUNTER, Jeremy, (10), MARCELLIN 
HUTCHISON, Sonia, (10), CAMARA 
I=IYMAN, Andrew, (11), SALVADO 
HYMAN, Sally, (10), SALVADO 
IHLEIN, Rebecca, (10), CURTIN 
INOUE, En, (10), BATES 
ITALIANO, Alison, (11), BRIGID 
JABR, Hani, (12), SALVADO 
JACKSON, Kristian, (10), BATES 
JAMIESON, Kelli, (10), BRIGID 
JAMIESON, Kristen, (10), BRIGID 
JOHNS, David, (12), BATES 
JOHNSON, Cory, (10), MARCELLIN 
JOHNSON, Gabrielle. (10), BRIGID 
JOHNSON, Rachel, (11), BRIGID 
JOHNSON, Sharon, (12), MARCELLIN 
JOHNS, Paul, (10), BATES 
JOHNSTON, Melissa, (10), CHISHOLM 
JONES. Christian, (ll), CATHERINE 
JONES, Courtney, (10), NICHOLLS 
JOSEPH, Benjamin, (12), CAMARA 
JOYCE, Melissa, (12), CURTIN 
JOYCE, Stuart, (10), CURTIN 
JULIAN, Kerry, (12). NICHOLLS 
JURGENS. Peta, (10), CURTIN 
KAAKS, Emma, (10), BRIGID 
KAAKS, Rebecca, (12), BRIGID 
KAHLER, Christian, (10), BATES 
KANAIR, Garth, (11), NICHOLLS 
KAVANAGH, Denise, (10), SALVADO 
KAVANAGH, Paul, (11), SALVADO 
KAZAZI, Angela, (10), CAMARA 
KEATING, Frances, (10), BATES 
KELLY, Anthony, (10), MARCELLIN 
KELLY, Christopher, (12), BATES 
KELLY, Lisa, (11), CATHERINE 
KELLY, Michael, (11), BRIGID 
KENNEDY, Abigail, (11), CAMARA 
KENNEDY, Claire, (10), SALVADO 
KENNEDY, Jennifer, (11), SALVADO 
KERNUTT, Stephen, (10), MARCELLIN 
KIFT, Greg, (12), SALVADO 
KILBANE, Rachael, (11), BRIGID 
KING, Celena, (12), BATES 
KINSELLA, Kathryn, (11), BRIGID 
KLIMASZEWSKA, Katarzyna, (11), CAMARA 
KLYNE, Anna, (10), MARCELLIN 
KLYNE, Bruce, (12), MARCELLIN 
KURTIS, Christopher, (10), CURTIN 
KURYLOWICZ, Simon, (12), CHISHOLM 
LALLY, Shannon, (12), NICHOLLS 
LAMOND, Megan, (12), CAMARA 
LANDWEHR, Melanie, (12), SALVADO 
LANDWEHR, Timothy, (10), SALVADO 
LANIGAN, Maryanne, (10), SALVADO 
LANZA, Rosetta, (12), BRIGID 
LAWRENCE, Wendy, (10), NICHOLLS 
LEACH, Jason, (12), CATHERINE 
LEACH, Ouenton, (11), CATHERINE 
LEAVITT, Zoe, (10), CAMARA 
LEE, Jeremy, (12), CHISHOLM 
LEE, Kristy, (12), CURTIN 
LEE, Stephen, (11), SALVADO 
LEE, Winston, (11), BATES 
LEIGHTON, Shane, (12), CURTIN 
LEMM, Alfons, (10), BATES  

LEWIS, Bradley, (10), BATES 
LONCAR, Vanessa, (10), SALVADO 
LOPEZ, Fiona, (10), CAMARA 
LOUIE, Pearl, (12), SALVADO 
LOWENHOFF, Peter, (10), CHISHOLM 
LOW, Gavin, (12), MARCELLIN 
LOWNDES, Stewart, (11), MARCELLIN 
LOW, Ryan, (10), MARCELLIN 
LUFFMAN, Timothy, (10), BATES 
LUSCOMBE, Sue'ellen, (12), SALVADO 
LUU, Baldwin, (10), CHISHOLM 
LUXFORD, Craig, (11), SALVADO 
LYNCH, Brendan, (12), BATES 
LYNCH. Jane. (10), BATES 
LYNDON, Damien, (11), CAMARA 
LYONS, Meegan, (10), CAMARA 
MACDONALD, Craig, (10), CATHERINE 
MACDONALD, Gillian, (12), CATHERINE 
MACNAUGHTON, Sumi, (12), BRIGID 
MADDEN, Helen, (12), MARCELLIN 
MAINSTONE, Aarron, (10), CHISHOLM 
MAJEWSKA, Monika, (11), SALVADO 
MALEKIN, Mark, (10), CATHERINE 
MALIUNAS, Sarah, (10), MARCELLIN 
MALONEY, Darren, (12), TANGNEY 
MANN, Emmwkate, (11), SALVADO 
MANOLIKOS, Catherine, (12), BRIGID 
MANOLIKOS, Justin, (10), BRIGID 
MANSELL, James, (10), CAMARA 
MANSELL, Michael, (12), CAMARA 
MANSFIELD, Kane, )ii) BATES 
MARGARIA, Renee, (12), SALVADO 
MARGARITIS, Angelo, (10), CATHERINE 
MARRIS, Melanie, (11), CATHERINE 
MARTIN, Michael, (12), CATHERINE 
MARTIN, Tony, (12), CAMARA 
MARZO, Alfredo, (10), TANGNEY 
MARZO, Clelia, (12), TANGNEY 
MASLEN, Paul, (12), SALVADO 
MASSESE, Renae, (12), CURTIN 
MATTEO, Maria, (10), SALVADO 
McAULLAY, Andrew, (12), NICHOLLS 
McAULLAY, Justin, (10), NICHOLLS 
McCORMICK, Joseph, (11), CAMARA 
McCOY, Danelle, (10), CATHERINE 
McCREDDIN, Mardie, (11), CHISHOLM 
McDERMlD, Jennie, (11), CAMARA 
McDlARMlD, Shona, (10), CATHERINE 
McDONALD, Cameron, (10), TANGNEY 
McCONALD, Peter, (11), BRIGID 
McFARLANE, Christopher, (11), SALVADO 
McGINNISS, Matthew, (12). CAMARA 
McGRATH, Philip, (11), BRIGID 
McGUlRE, Lam, (11), SALVADO 
McINtOSH, Tazii, (10), CAMARA 
McLEOD. Glenn, (11), CATHERINE 
McLERNON, Benjamin, (11), NICHOLLS 
McMAHON, Lisa, (10), BRIGID 
McMAHON, Paul, (11), CHISHOLM 
McMAHON, Wade, (12), BRIGID 
McNALLY, Andrew, (10), SALVADO 
McTIERNAN, Michael, (10), SALVADO 
MERCER, Elizabeth, (11), CURTIN 
MERCER, James, (12), CURTIN 
MERREY, Sean, (12), MARCELLIN 
METCALF, Claire. (10), CURTIN 
METCALF, Lisa, (10), CAMARA 
MICHELI, Paul, (10), CURTIN 
MILLER, Fiona, (10), NICHOLLS 
MILLER, Stuart, (12), NICHOLLS 
MILLS, Simon, (11), CHISHOLM 
MlO1'TI, Jennifer, (12), CURTIN 
MOALA, David, (10), NICHOLLS 
MOALA, Edward, (12), NICHOLLS 
MONKHOUSE, Stuart, (11), CHISHOLM 
MONKHOUSE, Timothy, (10), CAMARA 
MONKHOUSE, Peter, (12), CAMARA 
MOSCARDINI, Angela, (10), TANGNEY 
MOSCARDINI, Gemma, (12), TANGNEY 
MOYLE, Alison, (12), CATHERINE 
MOYLE, Linda, (10), CATHERINE 
MUIR, Philip, (11), BRIGID 
MULDER, Andrew, (10), CHISHOLM 
MULLINS, Timothy, (11), CURTIN 
MURPHY, Dennis, (11), CURTIN 
MURPHY, Richard, (11), BRIGID 
MURRAY, Leah, (11), CAMARA 
MYERS, Narelle, (10), TANGNEY 
NAGAJEK, Robert, (12), BATES 
NARBEY, Rowena, (12), BATES 
NAYDA, Kym, (10), CATHERINE 
NEWALL Chnistophr, (10), SALVADO 
NEWALL Jason, (12), SALVADO 
NEWBOLD, Allan, (10), TANGNEY 
NEWMAN, Michael, (12), CHISHOLM 
NEWMAN, Shaun, (11), CHISHOLM 
NICHOLLS, Gregory, (12), NICHOLLS 
NICHOLS, Brenden, (10), MARCELLIN 
NISSEN, Tanya, (11), CHISHOLM 
NIXON, Julie, (10), NICHOLLS 
NORDECK, Danielle, (10), BATES 
NORRIS, Manite, (10), NICHOLLS 
NORRIS, Natalia, (12), NICHOLLS 
NOWROJEE, Alan, (11), TANGNEY 
NUNN, Melanie, (11), CURTIN 
O'BRIEN, Mark, (10), SALVADO 
O'CONNOR, Jacqui, (12), MARCELLIN 
O'DONNELL, Benjiman, (10), BRIGID 
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ZOTTI, April, (10), CAMARA 
ZOTTI, Eliza, (12), CAMARA 

O'DONNELL Larisa, (11), BRIGID 
O'MEARA, Margaret, (10), CATHERINE 
O'NEIL Jarrod, (12), TANGNEY 
O'NEILL Adam, (10), CURTIN 
O'NEIL, Sascha, (10), TANGNEY 
O'REGAN, Daniel, (12), BATES 
O'ROURKE, Dean, (12), BRIGID 
O'SULLIVAN, Bridget, (12), CHISHOLM 
O'SULLIVAN, Kevin, (10), CURTIN 
O'SULLIVAN, Lindsay, (11), CURTIN 
O'TOOLE, James, (11), CAMARA 
OGONOWSKI, Peter, (10), CATHERINE 
ONG, Chong-yee, (10), CHISHOLM 
ONG, Tony, (10), CATHERINE 
OTT, Gaynor, (10), CHISHOLM 
PAINI, Anthony, (11), CURTIN 
PALAZZO, Joseph, (10), MARCELLIN 
PALAZZO, Tania, (12), MARCELLIN 
PALLETT, Monique, (12), CATHERINE 
PALMER, Natalie, (11), SALVADO 
PALMER, Rachel, (12), BRIGID 
PAPALIA, Linda, (10), MARCELLIN 
PARIN, Jason, (10), BRIGID 
PARKER, Tamzin, (11), SALVADO 
PARLE, David, (12), CURTIN 
PARNELL Cameron, (11), CHISHOLM 
PARRY, Karyn, (11), MARCELLIN 
PARTIGLIANI, Suzanne, (11), CATHERINE 
PATON, Dean, (11), CHISHOLM 
PEACHEY, Lucy, (12), CHISHOLM 
IDEATE, Janelle, (12), NICHOLLS 
PEGRUM, Catherine, (11), MARCELLIN 
PELUSEY, David, (12), TANGNEY 
PELUSEY, Louise, (11), TANGNEY 
PENBERTHY, Carin, (10), BRIGID 
PENTONY, Shane, (10), CHISHOLM 
PERRETT, David, (11), CURTIN 
PFORR, Michael, (11), SALVADO 
PHILLIPS, Sarah, (12), TANGNEY 
PHILLIPS, Darryl, (10), CURTIN 
PIETRACATELLA, Tania, (10), BRIGID 
PIKE, Corran, (10), CAMARA 
PIKE, Lia-justin, (12), CAMARA 
PLOWMAN, Adam, (11), TANGNEY 
POGA, Rebecca, (12), CURTIN 
PORTWOOD, Catherine, (11), CAMARA 
POSA, Andrew, (10), CAMARA 
POSA, Mark, (10), CAMARA 
POSA, Natasha, (12), CAMARA 
POWELL Sandra, (12), CURTIN 
POWER, Catherine, (11) BRIGID 
POWER, Jodi, (10), CHISHOLM 
POW, Natalie, (12), SALVADO 
PREEDY, Christopher, (12), BRIGID 
PRESTIPINO, Daniel, (10), NICHOLLS 
PRESTON, Michael, (10), BRIGID 
PRICE, Nicole, (10). TANGNEY 
PRUS, Karen, (12), NICHOLLS 
PTOLOMEY, Brendon, (11), NICHOLLS 
RADICI, Linda, (11), CATHERINE 
RADICI, Susan, (12), CAMARA 
RADWELL, Amanda, (11), NICHOLLS 
RAE, David, (10), NICHOLLS 
RAFTOS, Jason, (10), CAMARA 
RAGAN, Susana, (11), BATES 
RAMS", Sharon, (10), CATHERINE 
RAMSDALE, Michael, (11), MARCELLIN 
RAPINESE, Fiona, (11), BRIGID 
REILLY, Gregory, (11), BRIGID 
RESIDE, Kellie, (12), TANGNEY 
RESIDE, Toni, (10), TANGNEY 
REWELL Troy, (10), CHISHOLM 
REYNOLDS, Christian, (11), MARCELLIN 
RICHARDS, Brendon, (10), CAMARA 
RICK,ARD, James, (10), CHISHOLM 
ROACH, Benjamin, (11), CHISHOLM 
ROBERTSON, Melissa, (10), BATES 
ROBINSON, Adam, (12), CURTIN 
ROBINSON, Brendon, (12), CHISHOLM 
ROBINSON, Yvette, (10), CURTIN 
ROCHFORD, Jonathon, (11), CATHERINE 
ROLFE, Angela, (11), CHISHOLM 
RONCHI, Louise, (11), CHISHOLM 
ROSE, Jane, (11), CATHERINE 
ROSSER, Patricia, (12), CATHERINE 
ROSS, Louise, (11), MARCELLIN 
ROSS, Stuart, (12), MARCELLIN 
RULE, Stephen, (12), CURTIN 
RULOFF, Mark, (10), DATES 
RUSHTON, Anne, (12), NICHOLLS 
RUSHTON, David, (11), NICHOLLS 
RUSSELL, Scott, (12), CAMARA 
RYAN, James, (12), SALVADO 
RYAN, Paula, (10), SALVADO 
RYAN;  Timothy, (10), SALVADO 
RYBARCZYK, Ryan, (10), MARCELLIN 
SALAMA, Rameri, (10), BRIGID 
SALFINGER, Stuart, (11), CATHERINE 
SANDERSON, Erica, (11), CATHERINE 
SARACENI, Phillip, (10), CAMARA 
SARDO INFIRRI, Adrian, (10);  BATES 
SARDO-INFIRRI. Ross, (10). BATES 
SARGEANT, John, (10), SALVADO 
SARICH, Zachary, (11), NICHOLLS 
SARNES, Anthony, (11), BATES 
SAULSMAN, Jarred, (11), NICHOLLS 
SAVINO, Riccardo, (11), CHISHOLM 
SCARFO, Carla, (10), BATES 
SCHIFFERLI, Rebecca, (11), CATHERINE 
SCHNABEL Barbara, (12), TANGNEY 
SCHNABEL, Gabrielle, (11), TANGNEY 
SCHNELL, Evan, (12), MARCELLIN 
SCHNELL, Kristen, (10), MARCELLIN 
SCHWARZBACH, Damian, (12), BRIGID  

SCORER, Shelley, (11), NICHOLLS 
SENZ, Andrew, (10), CURTIN 
SENZ, Cameron, (12), CURTIN 
SERTORIO, Leah, (11), CAMARA 
SEVERN, Michelle, (12), CURTIN 
SIAVELIS, Penny, (12), SALVADO 
SISINNI, Mark, (10), CATHERINE 
SLYTH, Loretta, (11), SALVADO 
SMARTT, Angela, (10), BRIGID 
SMITH, Robina, (11), BATES 
SMITH, Simone, (12), CAMARA 
SMITH, Ashley, (11), MARCELLIN 
SMITH, Brian, (12), CURTIN 
SMITH, Jeffrey, (10), CAMARA 
SMITH, Justin, (10), CAMARA 
SMITH, Nathan, (11), CAMARA 
SOMERVILLE, Lisa, (11), CAMARA 
SORRELL, Reginald, (12), NICHOLLS 
SOUTHERN, Paul, (10), BATES 
SPADEK, Edward, (12), TANGNEY 
SPARGO, Lincoln, (10), SALVADO 
SPENCER, Cohn, (11), CAMARA 
SPENCER, Lorna, (11), CURTIN 
SPIRO, Jason, (12), CAMARA 
STAECK, David, (10), TANGNEY 
STAFFORD, Sean, (12), CHISHOLM 
STALTARI, Julian, (10), BRIGID 
STANION, Barbara, (10), BRIGID 
STANION, Joanna, (12), BRIGID 
STARCEVICH, Paul, (12), CATHERINE 
STARCEVICH, Mark, (10), CATHERINE 
STEGENA, Richard, (12), BATES 
STEVENS, Andrew, (12), MARCELLIN 
STEVENS, Brendon, (11), MARCELLIN 
STILIAN, Elena, (11), CURTIN 
STOJANOVIC, Simon, (11), CAMARA 
STOJANOVIC, Robert, (10), CAMARA 
STOREN, Kylie, (12), CAMARA 
STOREY, Christopher, (11), CAMARA 
STRAHAN, Kali, (11), BATES 
STRANO, Antonella, (10), NICHOLLS 
STROUD, Elise, (11), TANGNEY 
SUDANO, Ryan, (10), NICHOLLS 
SULLIVAN, Daniel, (11), CHISHOLM 
SUTTON, Andrea, (12), CHISHOLM 
SWAN, Justin, (10), CURTIN 
SWEENEY, Kale, (10), BATES 
SZCZEPANSKI, Kristine, (12), MARCELLIN 
TANGNEY, Nicole, (10), TANGNEY 
TANGNEY, Stephen, (12), TANGNEY 
TAN, Melanie, (11), CATHERINE 
TASSONE, Richard, (11), CHISHOLM 
TEMBY, Amanda, (10), CAMARA 
TENGER, Karl, (11), BRIGID 
TENGER, Stuart, (12), TANGNEY 
THOMPSON, David, (10), CATHERINE 
THOMSON, Kirstyn, (12), CHISHOLM 
TOGNINI, Gemma, (10), TANGNEY 
TOLLAND, Tracy, (10), CAMARA 
TOOVEY, Danielle, (11), CHISHOLM 
TRANTER, James, (10), CURTIN 
TREDGET, Jane, (12), CHISHOLM 
TRESTRAIL Brendan, (11), CHISHOLM 
TRESTRAIL Lindy, (10), CHISHOLM 
TRIM, Nola, (12), CURTIN 
TRIM, Warren, (10), CURTIN 
TRUDA, Caroline, (11), MARCELLIN 
THUDA, Mary, (12), MARCELLIN 
TVVOMEY, Luke, (11), BATES 
TYSON. Clara, (11), BRIGID 
VAN COPPENHAGEN, Robert, (10), 
CATHERINE 
VAN KAMPEN, Tent, (12), TANGNEY 
VAN LAMOEN, Bevan, (12), BATES 
VANDERWILK, Kristian, (10), CHISHOLM 
VENNING, Todd, (11), CHISHOLM 
VENN, Virginia, (10), SALVADO 
VISKOVICH, Alana, (12), CAMARA 
VIVIAN, Emma, (12), BRIGID 
VOCISANO, Angelo, (11), TANGNEY 
WARREN, Trudy, (10), CHISHOLM 
WATSON, Duncan, (12), SALVADO 
WATTS, Jennifer, (10), CATHERINE 
WATTS, Narelle, (10), CATHERINE 
WATTS, Paul, (12), CHISHOLM 
WAYNE, Vanessa, (10), CURTIN 
WEBB, Duncan, (11), TANGNEY 
WEBB, Nichols, (11), CAMARA 
WEBSTER, Katherine, (11), SALVADO 
WHEELER, Greg, (12), CATHERINE 
WHITE, Louise, (10), NICHOLLS 
WHITE, Peter, (11), CURTIN 
WHITTEN, Catherine, (11), CHISHOLM 
WILLIAMS, Byron, (11), SALVADO 
WILLISON, Gregory, (12), BATES 
WILSON, Darryl. (10). BRIGID 
WINTERBOURNE, Katie, (11), BATES 
WISHART, Karen, (11), CATHERINE 
WISNlEWSKl, Sharon, (11), MARCELLIN 
WONG, Simon, (12), BATES 
WONG, Sheryl, (12), CHISHOLM 
WOODARD, Timothy, (12), SALVADO 
WRIGHT, Gary, (12), CATHERINE 
WYNNE, Samantha, (11), CAMARA 
XANTHIS, Terese, (11), CAMARA 
YEO, Sharon, (10), TANGNEY 
YOUNG, Brenda, (11), CATHERINE 
YOUNG, Janis, (10), BRIGID 
YUJNOVICH, Jason, (10), CAMARA 
ZAMMIT, Mark, (12), CAMARA 
ZAPPAVIGNA, Rosa, (12), SALVADO 
ZAPPAVIGNA, Ferdinando, (11), SALVADO 
ZARB, Tins, (10), BATES 
ZARZYCKI, Yolanta, (11), CAMARA 


